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YOMEN ALL LEAVE

FIGHTING EACH OTHER
Loudon, July 23. Miss Annie Keu-newho, In the absence of MrB.
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FANCIED

GRIEVANCE BY BURNING
DOLORES PLANT.

'

Madera, Chihuahua, Mex., July 23.
Nervousness in the foreign colonies
was allayed by orders from General
Pascual Orozco placing Colonel Jose
Bermudez in charge of the rebel garrison with instructions to permit
Americans to retain their arms. Colonel del Campo had sent an order to
the offices of C R. Wisden, manager
of the Madera
Lumber company's
plant demanding in the name of Orozco all arms and ammunition held
by foreigners.
,
The company of rebels appealed immediately by telegraph, to Orozco
in Juarez asking that they be allowed
to retain their arms and Colonel
be placed In authority. Bermudez is a cultured officer of military experience. General Orozco complied, ordering Bermudez to superdel Campo
cede
and remain in
charge until Colonel Alfonso Casta-nedchief of staff of Orozco and
another popular officer, arrive.
ijenOjiri Orozco expressed his regret that any foreign property should
have been disturbed. The exodus of
women and children totals almost 1U0
per cent' Only the men are left. The
refugee train from here carried not
only American women out also scores
of Mexicans.
x

Washington, July 23. Senate: Convened at 11 a. a.
Postoffice appropriation bill embracing a parcels post system was reported. Senator Gardner spoke on
parcels post systems.
Education and labor committee enr
dorsed bill creating a department of
labor and bill creating a commission
of Industrial relations, both of which
have passed the house.
House: Convened at noon.
Resumed consideration of seamen's
.

efficiency bill.'-

-

Judiciary committee virtually agreed
Inquiry Into the
existence and ramifications of. the
"beef trust,"
upon an Immediate

READJUSTING RATES
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 23.

The Southwestern Classification asso
ciation, representing practically every
railroad in the southwest, began an
extended conference today. Numerous
readjustments of freight rates are said
to be contemplated.

a,

JAPANESE EMPEROR
IS BETTER TODAY
BULLETINS ISSUED BY HIS PHYSICIANS ARE HIGHLY SATISFACTORY.

Tokio, July 23. The condition of
Mutsu Hito, the emperor of Japan,
contiues to Improve, according to the
reports of the court physicians this
afternoon. A bulletin issued at 1
o'clock this afternoon says:
"His majesty slept throughout the
is now
His temperature
morning.
98.70, otherwise there is" no change."
A further
bulletin issued at 9
o'clock this evening rays:
with the idea that the' Maderista gov"The
emperor 'was somewhat
ernment garrison was in the pay of
tl:e day. His temduring
sleepless
the Dolores Mining company, an perature is 9S.72. His pulse is fitful."
Mining Company Suffers.
Dolores, Chihuahua,
July 23.
Americans in the minings camps here
are uneasy today over the rebel's operations in this territory. 'Entering
the town two days ago, the rebels un
der General Emllio Campa drove JJ
Maderista away, killing several. One
rebel captain was killed, but the
have become possessed

American concern.
They wreaked vengeance on the
The plant was gutted by
company.
fire with a damage cf $5,000. The
safe was blown and ?6,000 in cash
taken. Heavy drafts were made ou
the company stores for provisions
and supplies. Pack mules were taken
and Americans wiho wish to send
the women and children away have
no means of sending them, though
messengers have started for Madera
to obtain horses. All along the route
between here and Madera, rebel commands are stretched. The command
of General Cheche uampos is en route
here. The Dolores Mining company
has closed its plant until normal conditions return.

Americans are Repaid
Washington, July 23. The Mexican
commission considering claims of Americans who suffered by the operations
of the rebels has made several awards
and the state department here has
notified claimants to signify If they

are

acceptable.

Earthquake Scares Refugees
Guadalajara, Mex., July 22. (delayed in transmission) A further light
earthquake was felt here at ten minutes past three this morning. The
shock was of considerable intensity
at Manzanillo, CoMma, Zacoalco and
other points to the west. The panic
here is unabated. The exodus of famThe temporary susilies continues.
house for
pension of a large slaughter
a short
Is
causing
of
operators
lack
meat.
of
age

TURKEY GETTING BETTER.
Constantinople,
July 23 The new
Turkish cabinet under Moukhtar Pasha, the grand vizier, today celebrated the anniversary of the day on
which the constitution was wrung
from Abdul Hamid, the former sultan, by inaugurating a new policy in
Albania. Orders wene issued to suspend all hostilities and the authorities were instructed to take every
means of pacifying the rebel province,
while the troops are to be withdrawn
to the principal towns.
Two important dismissals of officials
were announced today, those of
Eddin Bey, the commandant of
Constantinople and Edib Bey, commandant general of .Gendarmerie.
'

She-hai-

b

IT TARES MIGHTY GOOD
EXCUSE IN

CALIFORNIA

CASE OF APPENDICITIS NOT
ESCAPE JURY
DUTY
Lbs Angeles, Calif., July 23. A further continuance of the bribery trial of
Clarence S. D arrow was taken today
until tomorrow morning, In the belief
that Juror Leavltt would have recovered sufficiently from an attack of
to resume his place In the
box. Physicians attending Leavltt reported to the court that the juror was
free from pain and that he would be
'
able to attend court.
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LAW LEAGUE MEETS
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 23.
Governor Shafroth of Colorado delivered the opening address at the an
nual convention of the Commercial
Law League of America, which began
here today. Albert N. Eastman of
Chicago and Dr. Henry Deutch of Minneapolis responded. Prominent members of most of the states of the Uni-

ted States are in attendance. The
sessions will continue tomorrow and
Thursday. .
'

j

LITTLETON

PLAN OF TRANSPORTING
MATTER IS D1SCIDED
AFTER SHORT TRIAL.

'

Having gained
what they look upon as a technical
victory before the stat.e board of con
ciliation and arbitration, the striking
trolley men of the Boston Elevated
Railroad company today presented
their alleged grievances to the grand
jury at the invitation of District At
torney Pelletler.
The district attorney also summon
ed before the grand jury President of
the Elevated Company Bancroft and
two of the directors, James Prender-gas- t
and James 1. Richards. The
evidence was sought in connection
with the institution of charges of coercion and perjury mada against One
of the road's division superintendents.
In Its report issued last night, the
state board of conciliation and arbitration held that the strikers were justified in believing" that the discharge
of more than 200 of their fellows was
due to the activity of the men in organizing a union. The division super
intendents in their testimony before
the board denied that the discharges
were because of union activity
Mr. Pelletler said the grand jury
hearing was held under a statute
which prohibits the coercion of, any
employe from joining a labor union.
The Investigation Is expected to con
tinue for several days.
Boston,

THAT

GUIL-

SAYS WORK

MUST BE DONE EARLY

Washington, July

Washington, July 23. Representative Martin W. Littleton of New York,
member of the democratic majority
of the house steer trust investigating
committee, today formally presented
his views to the committee, dissenting
from the legislative recommendations
of Chairman Stanlty. He agreed to
sign the Stanley report with many
reservations.
That left Mr. Stanley with but two
other members of the committee of
nine In complete accord with him
They are Representatives Ball of Texas and McGillicuddy of Maine. Mr.
Littleton's views, to which much publicity has been, given, favor principally a joint body of the senate and
house to study the trust question and
the exclusion from interstate com
merce of corporations In restraint of
trade.
He declines to support a proposed
bill to put upon a corporation the
of proving it is a ."real" restraint
of trade. Such a hill, Mr. Littleton
says, would preserve "the chief fault
of the Sherman law, which ts the pol'
Icy of a belated attack after, a com'
cern has grown up Instead of providing any means of prevention."
bin"-de-

The postof

committee.

The total appropriations
above those of the house
measure, which carried approximately JG0,000,(KH. One of the principal in
creases is the pay of railroads for
transporting mails, the senate com
mittee adding more than $2,500,000.
' In
striking out the Shackleford
good roads feature, which provided
for federal Improvement of highways,
the committee recommends an investigation by a special .congressional
committee and provides for no highway improvements until this commission has reported. The Barnhardt
amendment in the house bill for the
regular publication ot the names of
stockholder1, of newspapers and per
iodicals iti ciiaaeU
to provide "xfe
publication once a year. The parcels post section, of the house bill
provided a flat rate oi postage for all
distance). The senate proviso. n is
that of the Bourne bill, slightly modi-

are

fied.

Senator Bourne recommends that
third aHH fourth class mail matter
be combined for the parcels post service, but the bill makes the parcels
post apply only to fourth class matter. The abolition or the present
system of carrying second class .mail
by fast freight under what is known
as "the blue tag system," is provided
for. A special commission also is
proposed to investigate the subject of
pneumatic tube service and whether
the government shall purchase that
now in use in various cities. The
senate committee struck out of the
house bill the provision giving to postal employes the right to combine In
labor unions and the right to petition
congress for redress of their griev-

PENDING1

LEGISLATION

MAY

THE LAW ENTIRELY

PUT

1917,

also are required

by the senate bill. The house bill required the railroads to replace 21
per. cent of Its wooden mail cars every year, while the senate bill wouid
give the roads one year of grace and

then require them to replace 25 par
cent of their cars each year for tour
years. ' Senator Gardner of Maine launched
an attack on the measure and counseled the senate to adopt the plan already approved by the house. Senator Gardner declared the senate com-- ,
mlttee of postoffices had been unfair
to a parcels post bill he had introduced and denounced the Bourne plan
as a "mockery." He criticized its
limitations and declared its effect
would be to give ihe railroads higher
Incomes for postal shipments than
they ' now enjoy from express packages.
JUST ONE SHIP '
Washington, July 23. One battle
ship Instead of two will be accepted
by the senate, If that basis of compromise can be reached by the house
democrats. In their caucus tomorrow
night" The conference oVer the naval
bill set for today was postponed after
it became known that the house democrats were planning again to fight
bo raU'ophip iPRne
among
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VICTIM OF RIFLE.

Washington, July 23. President
Taft has Indicated to several western
senators who were active opponents
of Canadian reciprocity that no would
favor the repeal of t7 act. Some
of those with whom the president has
talked think he may send a message
to congress on the subject or will
state his position in his speech oi
acceptance when a. committee of the
Chicago convention notifies him on
August 1 of his nomination.
Senate leaders say that so far the
president has had no direct communication with the finance committee
on jjhe subject nor sent any communication to the committee saying he
favors repeal.
Mr. Taft will not withdraw his own
support of Canadian reciprocity as a
'principle, it is understood, but will
tflat the United
take the position
States should not continue an offer
that Canada refuses to accept. The
reciprocity, law continues In effect In
the U.nite
Statj notwithstanding
Canada's refusal to endorse It. Senators McCumber, Heyburn, Gronna and
others have urged a repeal and an
amendmentwas put on the steel tariff bill recently passed by congress
and now In conference providing for
such action.
It is asserted among western senators that if any tariff measure is passed in the senate this week an amendment also will be ncorporated for
the repeal of the reciprocity law. In
case any one of these bills reaches
the president and is vetoed it is expected he will make clear in his veto
message the fact that he would approve a measure to repeal the reciprocity law.

SUGAR TRUST

IS

Trinidad, Colo., July "1. ite
mangled body of an unidentified man
about 25 years old, was found within
a few feet of the V. & 8. railroad
track near Chilllll shortly, before
o'clock yesterday by George Greg
ory, a ditch rider. The man had
been struck, it Is thought, by passen
ger train No. 7 at night. One arm
waa broken, his hips were broken
and crushed aud his body otherwise
bruised. Gregory, who discovered
the body, notified the coroner and
Deputy B. B, Sipe removed the re
mains to the morgue.
Nothing was found on the clothes
that covered the dead man but the
tubs of two theater tickets. Al
though a great many people have
visited the morgue today, the Identl
flcation of the dead man has not been
established. Inquiry along the road
has failed' " to place the unknown
man, who was probably walking the
tracks to Trinidad when be was
struck by the train.

OUT

OF BUSINESS.

INQUIRY

READY TO BE OPENED

ances.
TAKING OF TESTIMONY IS THE
Steel cars for railway mail service,
ORDER OF BUSINESS IN FRISwhich were required by the house bill
CO TODAY
to be universally used by American

railroads in
THINKS SHERREPRESENTATIVE
MAN LAW ACTS TOO LATE TO
REMEDY TRUST EVILS

23.

fice appropriation bill, shorn of the
good roads provision proposed by the
house and embracing a revised par
cels post system with charges based
on zones of distance, was reported
to the senate, today oy the postoffice
proposed

a.

CITY EDITION
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FAVORED

STAND AGAINST

'

OPTIC, TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1912.

Emetine Pankhurst aud her. daughter, and of Mr. and Mrs. Pethlck Law
TO
A
rence, tho joint editors of Votes for
Women, Is running the women's social
and political union, today Bent a
spirited reply to Mrs. Henry Fawcett,
who on July 19, on behalf of the ex
Women's
ecutive, of the ..National
PRESIDENT TAFT IS KNOWN TO
NO FOREIGNERS
ARE LEFT IN Suffrage societies issued a protest STRIKING BOSTON CARMEN TES POSTOFFICE APPROPRIATION
CONBELIEVE
SUCH ACTION
PASSED
wo
GRAND
militant"
BEFORE
of
THE
BILL,
TODAY,
TIFY
the
the
EXCEPT
taitirs
MADERISTA
against
5
'
' JURY
union.
politi-asocial
and
men's
BE TAiKEN.
SHOULD
NEW
TAINS
PLAN.
THE MEN.
declined to do anything
to quench the militant spirit which
has COERCION GFMEN IS ALLEGED ECUSE MEASURE IS EXCEEDED SKCE CAMDA EEFUSES IT
the government's, treachery
aroused. The government says Miss
Kenny "lit the fire of the revolt In IT IS CHARGED THAT COMPANY AMOUNT OF MONEY SET APART THE UNITED STATES SHOULD
MEXICAN REBEL CHIEF PERMITS
the women's hearts and must accept
NOT HOLD OUT THE OFFER,
FOR DEPARTMENT IS NEAR-- .
OFFICIALS DISCHARGED
THEM TO PROTECT
the full responsibility for their reSIXTY-THRETHINKS EXECUTIVE.
.'
LY
MILLION.
UNION MEMBERS
THEMSELVES.
cent protest and for the more serious
protests that may bt made In the fu-

CHIHUAHUA

Think
Fresh People
They're the Salt of
.
the Earth.

TELEGRAPH' SERVICE

WIRE

MAN

LABORERS GO

f"1

23. Taking of
San Francisco,-Julanti-trus-t
in
federal
the
depositions
suit against the American Sugar Refining company was scheduled to begin here today before Wilson E. Brice,
special' examiner. The following ' witnesses have been summoned: Wil
liam H, Handann, Adolph B. Spreckels,
and Horace P. Howard of the Western
Sugar Refining company; Charles B.
Jennings, sugar broker; Robert Rith- el, George M. Rolph, of the California
and Hawaii Sugar Refining company;
Donald Y. Campbell, .attorney; Joseph
L. Howard, Alameda Sugar company;
Charles Sutro, John A. Buck, of the
Honolulu Plantation company; Barlow
Ferguson, Louis Saronl, confectioner;
Harvey D. Loveland. state railroad
commissioner and Robt. Oxnard, American Beet Sugar company. Assistant
United States District Attorney G. H.
Dorr of New" Tork, will conduct the
inquiry.
A SPY PUNISHED

Edinburg, Scotland, JuJly 23.
Karl Graves, a Germany, was'
found guilty today by the Scottish high
court ona charge of spying1. He was
sentenced to eight months' imprisonment Notes regarding guns under
construction in the British govern
ment arsenals and other incriminating
documents were found In his posses- Am-gar- d

Estancia, N. M., July 22. "Hold
up your hands," sa'd 12 year old
Lincoln Chaves, son of Frank Chaves,
here yesterday to his playmate, Man
uel Aragon, pointing in his face a.22- cabiler rifle which was thought to be
unloaded.
threw up his
Aragon
hands in the spirit of the game, but
just as he did so the guu cracked and
the boy fell to the ground. The bullet entered the left check bone and
ranged downward. The boy waB nnh-eto his home and surgeons probed
for the bullet without cuccess. If1 is
thought the boy will live, but he will
be permanently disfigured. Frank
Chaves, county assessor, and Antonio
Salazar and County Clerk Manuel
Sanchez had had the rifle hunting
rabbits and Chaves gave it to the
boys to take home 8'ter he had, as
he thought, extracted all the shells.
d

WILSON WILL HAVE
MERCY ON HEMEIiS
HIS SPEECH OF ACCEPTANCE, HE
SAYS, WILL BE EXTREMELY BRIEF.

ROOSEVELTfJAKE
AN
.-

HIS

E1PE0MO
SPEECH

-

FIRST UTTERANCE
THE CONVENTION

SINCE
IN

CHICAGO
HAD HELD

BACU

im TL'E

HE DOES NOT
CONSEQUENTLY
NEGLECT FIRST INVITATION
TO DECLAIM

TELLS

ACOUHMEW

PARTY

8AYS NO
MEN WILL'
BE
ABLE TO RUN IT ALL
WILL LOOK ALIKE
FIFTY-THRE-

E

New York, July, 2S. In his first
speech since he. returned from Chicago Colonel Roosevelt today set forth
his reason .for leading In the Jforma-tio-n
of a new party. His address was
delivered at a meeting of the Ne
York state and county chairmen of
the national progressive party. Col
onel Roosevelt did not Intend to
speak, he declared, but the chairman
would not he denied.
No man knows better than I," said
Colonel Roosevelt, "that enthusiasm
and high principles cannot he effective without organization and work.
A great responsibility rests on you
men here, who are undertaking th
organization of a new party which Is
to stand four squared to democracy,
which Is to be literally the party; ot

the people. It wit; fight on live Is- sues and not dead ones. It will embody a protest against the corruption
In both of the old party machines. It
wilj be
Erty,nto which
crats and
without re
gard to their political past, artf to
come In on an exact equality and to
have each the same share In the party management
"When we get started it WW bo a
party not only represtnting the people
at election time, but will represent
them in party manageemnt We ara
going to see to it that it la organized
so that It will be impossible for any
53 men chosen four years before by
politicians to Btand superior to all the .
voters of a great state like California
and that if that state has not shaped
Its laws according to a given call of
53 private men the state shall not be
disfranchised.

Seagirt, N, J., July 23. Governor
Wilson today began to write his
speech of acceptance, which will be
delivered August 7. He Is at the
home of a friend where he will deny
himslf to aJl callers until the speech
is completed. He expects to spend to
day and tomorrow ai the task, and
perhaps a portion of Thursday.
"I expect to make the speech as
short as I can," ne said, ' "although
"My own Judgment la that Messrs.
brevity will not be my principal aim." Barnes, Penrose and
Guggenheim
made a poor swap when they took two
END
BISHOP NEARING
..
stolen delegates from California In
Denver, Colo., July 23 Bishop Hen- place of the electoral vote of Califorry W. Warren of the Methodist Epis nia. They were not contented with
copal church, who was stricken with that. They swapped the electoral
pneumonia a few days ago, today was vote of Massachusetts for the vote of
reported to 'be in a serious condition two delegates. I think it was aa exat his home here. Members' of the
pensive a swap as was ever made by
family are at the bedside almost con- political managers."
tinually; the bishop's condition having
become alarming last night. Bishop
Progressives In New Jersey
Warren, who is more than 80 years
old, was retired from active work; by
Asbury Park, N. J., July 23. New
the general conference of the church Jersey progressives In a mass conwhich met in Minneapolis in May. ' vention today determined to put in the
field for the November election a
complete progressive ticket but are
MITCHELL GETS NINE
still undecided as to the method by
which this ticket should be nominated.
MONTHSJN PRISON The executive committee of the Roosevelt state organization met before the
PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN FEDER convention assembled.'- - A minority
tnat opposed an absolute break from
ATION OF LABOR PUNISHED
the old republican organization pre
CONTEMPT.
FOR
vailed so far that the committee deWashington, July 23. John Mitch cided against any declaration for the
ell, vice president of the American immediate establishment of a new
Federation o( Labor, today was sen- party. This course, It was said optenced In the District of Columbia su- posed the view of Colonel Roosevelt,
preme court to nine months' Impris whose personal representative attend
onment for contempt of court growing ed the meeting.
Franklin
out of the Bucks Stove and Range
Formje'r Governor John
company case. An appeal was taken Fort unanimously was chosen chairand $4,000 bail furnished to abide by man of the resolutions committee.
Mr. Fort oposed the proposition that
the decision of the upper court.
In the same case President Samuel the progressives and regulars run the
Gompers recently was sentenced to same set of electors and let the votone year and Secretary Frank Morrl ers express their preference as between Mr. Taft and Colonel Rooseson to six months.
Mr. Mitcl'ell was not in court but velt, which would be binding on the
sentr a written statement waiving his electors. The platform declares "that
right to be present. He was to have we will support no. candidate tor pubbeen sentenced last wees, but Justics lic office who is not an avowed supWright then declined to pass sen- porter of the candidacy of Colonel
tence beiause he objected to the form
of waiver submitted for Mr. Mitchell
(Continued on Page Four)
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SAN JUAN HOPES
FOR A NEW
ROAD
OF LOS ANGELES
COMMITTEE
MEN DECLARES THE RESOURCES WARRANT IT

The committee sent by the Los Angeles chamber or commerce to investioX
gate and report on the resources
In
arrived
Farmington
this Bection,
last Thursday evening, coming in automobiles by way ol the Laplata valley, says the Farmington Enterprise.
The Los Angeles committee consisted of A. F. Natzger, the man who
the
some 20 years ago organized
Southern California Fruit Exchange
and managed Its affairs for 11 years
during which time its shipments of
fruit increased from 700 cars to 21,000
cars; Charles Weir, a large lumber
and timber dealer who operates In
all of the .Pacific states; and George
of the Los
Stewart an
Angeles chamber of commerce, who
la regarded as one of the brightest
men of affairs and finance in the
southwestern metropolis, having been
selected by the bankers of that city
to direct the affairs of their clearing
house during the threatened panto of
1907.
This committee was accompanied from Lob Angeles to the San
Juan basin, and in their tour about
It by J. W. Reagan, the engineer who
made the surveys in 'this section for
the Southern Pacific railroad.
The party was escorted to Farming-to- n
by a committee of the Durango
board'of trade consisting of Messrs.
Clay, Freeman, Eldredge, Henderson,
White, West and Jarvls.
The evening was spent about town
and Friday morning the entire party,
augmented by a Farmington committee consisting of Messrs. Martin, Dan-burButler and Staplln, started up
the Animas valley, making a short
stop at Aztec and going as far as the
Atteberry ranch near Rosing, returning to Azteo about noon, where an
informal reception was held at the
.American hotel, a large number of the
Folpeople of Azteo participating.
lowing this a bounteous dinner, consisting mostly of local fruit and produce, was served, and in turn was
followed by a number of "after din.-g,

Los Auteies
chamber of commerce
will undertake to either interest some
existing railroad company to build in
here from the south, or organize a
new company with that object in view.
In either case we have great faith In
Los Angeles. The financing of a rail
road connection into this section Is

not as large a proposition as many
they have undedrtaken and put
through the past few years, some sin
gle enterprise they have accomplished
running as high as $13,000,000 expenditure. Besides this theer are greater
prospective return for them thaa they
have had from many other undertakings. The running time between here
and Los Angeles would be about 23
hours as gainst 27 to Denver, with no
mountain ranges to cross and a low
grade all the way. It would make Los
Angeles the commercial headquarters
for all western Colorado and northwestern New Mexico immediately. It
would give us the advantages of water
transportation now, and cheaper water transportation after the completion of the Panama canal. It would
put all western Colorado mining districts in touch with those of Arizona,
western Mexico and Southern California. It is the greatest link now lacking In the chain of development in the
Bouthwest We believe that Los Angeles Is able to accomplish It quickly
and satisfactorily. We have much to
'
gain from it, but far more to offer.
CONVENTIONS AT WAU8AU.
Wausau, Wis., July 23. Two important conventions, of the Wiscon-

sin Paid Firemen's association and
of th League of Wisconsin Municipalities, opened here today and the city
is filled wtih delegates to the two
gatherings and visitors from all parts
of the state who have been attracted
by the double event. The conventions
which opened this .morning with, the
reception of the respective delegates,
will remain in session until Thursday. The citizens of Wausau have
made every effort to, make things as
pjeasant and attractive as possible
for the visitors and the entertainment
program Includes a ball game, a demonstration ,by the local fire department, aeroplane flights, auto rides,
dances, a theater party and a big banquet.
'

CANADIAN PLUMBERS

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

STANDARD

CODE

From Luciles

OF RAILROAD

Diary

RULES

"Oh for a breath of country air!" 1
sighed one evening during the dreadful hot weather we had a little while
ago.
"Tou love the country, don't you,
Luclld?" asked Arthur Knight, who
happened to be sitting on our porch.
"Yes, I'm afraid I envy people who
have summer homes," I replied.
"That reminds me that Uncle Ben
gave me the key to Red Roof before
he started to Europe last week. It's
a lovely little place.
"Do tell me about Red Roof," I begged. "The name 1b perfectly fascinating."
"Instead of my describing it, suppose I show It to you," he suggested. "We can make the run out there
In three hours in my car. Wouldn't
you like to go?"
"Of course I would," I answered.
Inside of ten minutes we had a little outing trip planned and Uncle Bob
and Betty had been Invited over th
telephone.
When Arthur came for me the morning we were to go he looked disturbed.
"Lucile," he said, "I'm awfully sorry,
but my cook has disappointed us."
"Oh, Betty and I will enjoy cook
"Tou and Uncle Boh
ing,' I replied.
can help us and It will be a regular
camping frolic."
"What a trump you are!" exclaimed
Arthur In a tone that quite repaid
me.
It was great fun getting the house
and straightened thingi
opened
around and when we got a bit settled within doors Arthur said that he
and Uncle Bob would mow a path to
the water and launch the boat. Betty
and I went into the kitchen and be
gan to prepare the noon dinner.
"Til make stuffed baked potatoes," I
said. "They're my specialty.
I picked out nice ones and took
them
down to the river for Uncle Bob to
wash, for potatoes are very rough foi

delicate hands.
"Well, this is a Joke," laughed Uncle

Bob.
"You know the bargain was for you
boys to help," I returned merrily. So
In a very few minutes the potatoes
were scrubbed clean.
"If there's nothing else for me to
do Just now," I said to Betty after 1
had put them Into the oven. "I'll see
about the bedrooms."
I went upstairs.
Going into the
room Betty was to have I saw her
bathing dress lying in her open suitcase. Suddenly I remembered that 1
had forgotten to bring , my bathing
suit. I think Bett.t ought! to have reminded me, of It, but some people never
think of any one except themselves. 1
thought how refreshing a little dip
would be before dinner, so I hastily
donned Betty'B suit
"That looks good to me," said Uncle
Bob when I appeared on the shore.
"Let us take a swim, too, Knight."
In a short time we were all three
splashing in the water together. We
made such a noise that Betty came
around to the front porch to see what
was going on.
"Come on in, Betty," called Uncle

Calgary, Alta., July 23. Master
plumbers from all parts of the Do
minion of Canada are assembled here
to. attpnd their annual Dominion con
vention,! which opened today and
sens in which they called attention to will remain In session for several
the many resources, only yet develop- days. An Interesting program has
ed sufficiently to show their possib- been arranged for this convention, In
entertain
ilities and the numerous advantages of cluding many attractive
the San Juan Basin, which were re ment features.
sponded to by members of the visit
ing committee showing their thorough CARDINAL GIBBONS 78 YEARS OLD
Baltimore, Md., July 23. Many let
understaning and appreciation of the
ters and telegraphic messages , of
advantages our country offers.
Returning by way of Crouch Mesa congratulation were received at the
the party reached Farmington again archeplscopal residence in this city
in good season, Messrs. W. A. Palmar. during the last few days for Cardinal
Crawford, Jackson and oYung cf Az- Gibbons who is 78 years of age today. Bob.
She hesitated an Instant and then
tec, coming to represent our neighbor In accordance with his custom during
city at the evening meeting, which recent years his eminence Is tread went ,into the house only to reappear
vexed.
!had been
arranged to take place on ing his vaaction with friends n the looking
"I can't find my bathing suit," she
tne lawn under the beautiful shade vicinity of New York. s
said crossly.
"Lucile, you have It
trees, In the open air, at the Tucker
an!"
residence.
Uncle Bob looked at me and then
This open air meeting was largely
got out of the water and followed Betty into the house.
DAUGHTER
atended and was, like that at Aztec.
"I never thought that Betty would
addressed by a number of local citiwant her bathing suit Just now," I said
zens and by all of the Los Angeles and
to Arthur. "She is usually so generous
NOV
a part of the Durango and Aztec vis
and sisterly about borrowing back and
Itors.
.
forth that I didn't think to ask her for
Saturday afternoon the Los Angeles Mrs.
Cole Tells How Her theI suit"
sighed and Arthur looked at me
people left for home by way of Ship
Daughter Was Restored to sympathetically,
but before he could
rock and Gallup. Mr. Reagan accom
Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
say a word Betty came to the door
panied them to Gallup, but will retnd called that we should be late to
Compound.
turn and remain In this section for
dinner If we didn't hurry.
I got
some time. Messers. Clay and El
dressed in time to help put dinner on
Fitchville, Ohio. "I take great pleas-or- e the
dredee of Diiran w, u.uu
table.
in writing to thank you for what your
uvwiudfiirju
"Oh, never mind assisting me now."
them to Shlprook.
memcine
done
has
said Jetty, with an acid little smile.
kymwiSWW
for my daughter.
During the stay of the committee
sure you'll be relieved to know
In the San Juan they traveled Rome
"Before taking "I'm
that
I
have already stuffed the pota
BOO miles
your medicine she toes."
by auto and saw a large
was
all
run
down,
I often wish that Uncle Bob had
part of the country In a general way
suffered from pains
It was their unanimous opinion that
in her side, could not married a less difficult person than
the resources, productiveness and ad
walk but a short dis Betty. She made it very unpleasant
tance at a time, and for me by her grumpiness at dinner,
vantages of this section are as great
had severe pains in and I think it was extremely selfish of
or greater than is claimed by the lo
her to Insist on going home the very
head and limbs. She
cal residents, and enthusiasts.
next morning, saying that she was not
came
havnear
very
That the visit of this committee may
nervous prostra feeling quite well
ing
Sometimes I am forced to be a trifle
lead to the construction of a railroad tion. She had begun to couch a good
theer Is much reason to believe. How deal and seemed melancholy by spells. skeptical about Betty's convenient atever, their mission should not be mis- - ne tried two doctors but got little help. tacks of illness.
.
. . ,3
"I cannot find words to express mv
luiuoiatooa.j mi
Changes In Egyptian Life.
iney are not railroad
builders or in any way connected with gratefulness for what Lydia E. Pink- Egyptians who hav hewn rin oat Ail
ham's Vegetable Compound has done for In this country or whn h DVO hoon liana
railroad enterprises, but they are a my
daughter. She feels and looks like on
committee selected by the chamber another girl since taking it, and I shall of business trios or aimnlv sa A rmrt
their education, are working xeal- of commerce of their city, which Is always feel that I owe you a great debt
ousiy in tneir native land to have
on
can
use
this
letter
for
bene
the
i
probably the greatest example of
their wives adopt , many American
fit of others if you wish, as I shall al Ideas and customs.
In the last twenty-fthrough united local effort
recommend
ways
your medicines for fe ive
American InflimnrA hna
to be found In the country a city male
years
troubles." Mrs. C Cole, Fitch- been felt
greatly In Egypt,
which has built Itself from a town of ville, Ohio.
Many
fathers In Egypt are educating their
40,000 to a city of 400,000 In a little
Hundreds of such letters from moth
daughters to read
ers expressing their gratitude for what and
more than a score of years, on
have encouraged them to play in
E. Pmkham s Vegetable Com
Lydia
meagre resources, but
many games Just as English and
has
rehave
been
pound
accomplished
American girls do. Through that
which have been developed by energy ceived
by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medithe social life of Egypt is go
and careful utility to a remarkable cine Company,
Lynn, Mass.
state of productiveness. We feel that Young Girls, Heed This Advice. Ing through a transition.
Los Angeles honored this section by
Girls who are troubled with painful or
Merest Kind of Incident.
A woman can kiss
sending a committee of the very best irregular periods, backache, headache.
another wnmnn
business men It had. If this commit- dragging-dowsensations, fainting spells without Involving the slightest, per
tee makes a favorable report, which or indigestion, should immediately seek ceptible interruption to the conversarestoration to health by taking Lydia E. tion. Ohio State Journal.
they left no donht they would do, the
mliham s Vegetable Compound.
,
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SICK

WELL

C

UNIFORMITY
OF REGULATIONS
IS BELIEVED TO BE DESIRABLE.

year ago. The total now aggregates
24,S43,SS4, an increase of 4.5 per cent
as compared with the earnings of the
same roads last year.
An adverse showing Is made by Chicago & Alton, Colorado & Southern,
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and
Toledo, St. Louis & Western. Aside
from these every road included in the
statement reports more or less increase, , . on several important systems being quite pronounced. Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Ste. Marie reports a gain for the third, week of no
Icbs than $100,9S3; Missouri Pacific,
St.
JS7.O0O;
Louis
Southwestern,
$324,000; Texas & Pacific, $19,537;
Southern, $88,317; Louisville & Nashville, 71,615; Chesapeake & Ohio,
and Central of Georgia, $39,400
In the following table are given tne
gross earnings of all United 8tate
railroads reporting for the three
weeks of June and the gain as compared with the earnings of the same
roads for the corresponding period a
year ago; also for the same roads for
the similar time the percentages of
gain over last year:
1912
Cain
June
$24,843,884
$1,069,135

Stylish, Desirable and Trustworthy Summer Merchandise
Now Marked at 67c and 50c on
The Dollar and Less!
'

i.

,

THESE REMARKABLY REDUCED
prices are on just the

foods you need now and will need all through the Summer. If you
don't buy them now you will
surely have to purchase them la a
month or so
a little forethought now means a saving to you of
'
many, many dollars.

New York, July 23. A meeting is
in progress in this city of the transportation committee of the American
Railway association, composed of representatives of nine of the leading
railways of the country for a revision
of the standard code of train rules.
Something over a year ago the interstate commerce commission suggested to the American Railway association that a. complete revision of the
rules should be made, so that the
commission
could adopt
them as
standard for all railroads of the country, after which changes in them
could only be made by order of the
commission.
About five years ago May
... 23,935,289
989,880
the transportation committee, after
April
24,884.077
1,375,835
more than two years of labor, completed a uniform code of train rules,
Santa Fe Safety Picnic.
which was adopted by the association.
Kansas
Wihile In the main these rules are
City, Mo., Juy 23. A "Safeused by all roads, many of the prin- ty Rally," which Is expected to bring
cipal roads have made more or less together a crowd pf about ,15,000 perchanges in them, so that these rules, sons, composed of railroad employes
While known as "standard," are not of and their families, will be held In
uniform application. Under the pro- Kansas City, September 1, Employes
posed plan every road in the country of all the railroads entering Kansas
would use the same code of rules City and their families will be Invited
in its entirety, so that an employe to the rally. The meeting is for the
going from one road to another would purpose of furthering the "Get the
not have to learn new rules.
Safety Habit" movement.
The Santa Fe raiirora is the pioThe subcommittee of the transpor
tation committee has now completed neer of the safety habit. A man can
the revision of ' the general body of get Into the habit pf beng careless;
rules, and these are being gone over and he can get into the habit of being
by the full committee. The subcom- careful. The. "safety" idea Is being
mittee is now working on the inter- promoted with the thought of trainlocking and block signal rules, and ing employes, to get th; habit of bewill have the revision of these ready ing careful.
J. D.' M. Hamilton, claims attorney
to present to the main committee
of the Santa Fe railroad in Topeka,
some time this fall.
announced the plan of the Kansas
City meeting. There are about 8,0Uf
.Rail Heads Not Worried.
railroad employes In Kansas City,
New York, July 23. Julius
t,
vice president and director of Their families are asked to attend the
operations of the Union and Southern rally because they are as vitally in
Pacific systems, 'is about to make his terested in the safety of the railroad
employes as the latter themselves
first, visit to Great Britain.
Speaking of business, Kruttschnitt Whether the rally will be held out of
declares the crop outlook m the terri- doors or in a hall has not yet teen detory covered by the Karri man lines termined.
Lessons on how care will
is unusually good, save In Louisiana,
promote
iwihere Hoods did)' damage.
Krutt- - safety will be given by moving pictures, and speakers will tell the storschnltt added:
"There Is nothing in the way of the ies of the pictures and discuss the
new construction program for our "safety habit." Moving pictures will
system. So far as political prospects be made of how accidents haDDen
are concerned, we have had so much in the shops to workmen, through lack
of a political burden to bear tqr the or care; how. men
their arms or
past eight or ten years that the aver- legs cut off in the yards; and so on
age man looks forward to any change through the list of places in railroad
with something akin to hope in his work where men may be injured.
Then the same incidents will be
analysis of the possibilities.
"For the first time probably in Its shown except that the pictures will
history, Wall stret has no favored show the employe exercising care
candidate. Wilson, Taft or Roosevelt and as a consequence not being in$38,-89-

Women's Suits, Coats and Silk Dresses

HALF PRICE
Lingerie and Wool Dresses, Wool Skirts and all Colored

Wash Goods,

at

o::e

third off

millinery, parasols and wash skirts

half price

it.50

Women's TwoPiece Wash Suits, Worth

to $7.00

03.5O
ANY MAN'S SUIT IN TOE HOUSE FOR

CO.D3

.

&.$OSe4UlMJ&t r6 $071
EaUblishod

1862

South Sidcraa

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

AT YOUR DOOR

Krutt-schnit-

OVERLAND

,

all have their adherents, but the gen
eral situation is one of indifference
coupled with extreme confusion."
Daniel C. Reid of the Rock Island
system sailing for Europe Tuesday
said he did not feel that business will
be helped or hindered by the success
of any of the three candidates. Reid
also is a director in the U. S. Steel
corporation.
June Showing Up Better.
More complete returns of railroad
gross earnings for the three weeks of
June, as compiled for Dun's Review,
show that the additional roads report
ing make a very satisfactory comparison with the corresponding period a

Telephone

59 T

MODEL

or call and we will have our demonstrator1

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Phone Main 344,

Machine

Whalea,

&

Co.

Fowler Props

jured.
W. B. Spauldlng, claims attorney
for the Frisco, will have charge of
the moving pictures. Addresses will
be made by Gardiner Lathrop of Chicago, general counsel for the Santa
Fe; J. D. M. Hamilton of Topeka,
claims attorney for the Santa Fe, and
R. C. Richards, claims attorney for
the Chicago Northwestern.
The Santa Fe has been pushing the
"safety habit" on Its lines for about
a year now, and In that time the accidents to employes have decreased
20 per cent.

In these days of hlsh coat of Urine.
a medtclnA that rata a man nn nut
of bed and able to work In a few days
is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Ba, Cal, had
kidney and bladder trouble, was
confined to his bed, unable to tarn
witnout help. "I commenced using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloleved at once." Ills example Is worth following. O. O.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.

severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his k'dneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Tol-e-y
Kidney Pills from our druggist
and they entirely relieved me. I nave
more benefit from them than any other medicine." O. Q. Schaefer. Red
Cross Drug Store.
Buy it now. Chamberiam's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la almost certain to be needed before the
summer is over. Buy It now and be
prepared for such an emergency. For
sale by all dealers.
.

N. J. Gornam, caanier bank 01
Woodvllle, WoodTllle, Qa., had a rery

,

Capital Paid in

'.:.:......-

edu-aio-

n

.

JSv

$100,000.00

V.

Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the period of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished bo much
good, that it Is In no sense an experiment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. It is for
external application and so penetrating
In Its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon In
volved during the period before baby
comes.. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender
ness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
and Itsr. .use will prove a com- mothers,
a

.

Surnliie

$50,000.00
-

v

looks.

i

i.

tlIoT")tJ7;

to any woman in"
need of such a
remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free1 book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable Information.

OMVIW

BRADFIELD

REGULATOR

CO., AttuU, Ct.
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M. CUNNINOMAI1.
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. HaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Doskins

Interest Pa.id on

President
Vice President

Treasurer
D epos is

8
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HUM

ELECTION RETURNS MUST DE

k SUMMER SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE MOTHER

SENT TO SECRETARY OF STATE

Seasonable Advice on the Health
of Children in Hot
,
YVeathar

J

$
V

2

AKorney General Clancy, in Letter to Mr. Lucero, Describes Pro
Mothers should be careful not to
cedure Which Must Be Followed in the Coming Election overfeed children during the hot
No one requires as much
Next November
Official Abo Talks Concerning the Pro- -' months.
food in summer as they do In cold
posed Issuance of Bonds.
weather. Serve only the lighter and
i

tinned in your letter, I desire to make
a practical suggestion, and that li
that you should delay the printing of
poll book until the several political
parties have made their nominations,
so that you can print the names of
the candidates in the poll books.
This would tend to diminish the chances of error by election officers In
making returns, and if you get the
pool books out in time to be distri
buted to all the voting precincts, that
is aa mat is incumbent upon you. If
you have the poll books In the hands
of the various county clerks by the
middle of October there would then
be ample time for the books to reach
every precinct.
Yours very truly,

:amLujium-m.i-

a

iir r LiirrrrrTrT?

Summer Hats That Enhance
unarms or the Little Ones
-

BOSTON HOSTESS
OF WORLDWIDE

,,. ...

COMMERCE

ALL THE NATIONS WILL SEND
more easily digested foods, and see
DELEGATES AS WELL AS
banU Fe, N. M., July 23. Secretary congress, approved August 21, 1911, that the milk is kept cool and the
ALL THE STATES.
of State Aiitouio Lucero has written commonly called the Flood resolution, fruit ripe.
a letter to Attorney General Frank I And a precedent, and it Is therein It is quite natural to expect some
Boston, MaB., July ri. The comVV.
mittees of the Boston Chamber of
Clancy requesting an opinion re-- provided that the returns of the elec distill bance, such as constipation. In
Commerce In charge of the details
garing the returns of the election next tion on the amendment to our const!- - digestion, or summer diarrhoea, often
ot the preparations for the Fifth In
November and haa received a reply, tution therein submitted were to be1 Accompanied by a cold. A mild laxa
FRANK W. CLANCY,
The Lucero letter and the decision ot made direct" to the secretary of theltive at bed time will. In most cases.
ternational Congress of Chambers of
Attorney General.
Mr. Clancy are aa follows:
Commerce to be held here September
territory. In the absence of any con carry off the congested waste from
24 to 28, are hard at work
Attorney General of New Mexico, sututionai or statutory provision as the stomach next morning 'and by
carrying
to elections on constitutional amend cleaning me ooweis restore normal
out the ambitious plans arranged for
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
NO
FIELD
FOR
THEIR
WORK
.
that gathering. The coming congress
Dear Sir:
meats, thla precedent seems to me a conditions.
Hats of straw braid, a greater num
The time is approaching when It good one to follow. If it Is to be
are wide plaltlngs of silk will be the first one of its kind ever
Cathartic remedies and purgatives
inere
How The Good Young Man From ber of silk braid and many of lace.
at the edges, used to cover held In the United States and the
will be my duty under the law "to followed then it is an additional nec should never be usm for children
save been made for little misses. inngea
California 8et the Card
wide crowns also, on hats of the more Boston
furnish printed forms of poll boots essity for two sets of poll books, one They are harsh and violent in their
Chamber of Commerce, fully
are
trimmed with silk, ribbon substantial braids. Narrower frills of
They
Sharpers Right.
to the county commissioners" for the constituting the returns of the electlou action and tend to upset the entire
the obligations which this
ind flowers. Daisies are always fash- piaited silk are fashioned
recognizing
There are good men In California, ionable for children, and are at pres-sn- t rosettes and are used with with fluffy compliment to Boston by the Chamcoming
general election. At that for member of congress and of the system.. The combination of simple
flowers
as
in high favor.
Other small blos- - a
or the trimming of lingerie or bers of Commerce of the world haa
election, in addition to a vote to be vote on the proposed 'bond issue, to laxative herbs with pepsin, known as very good men, and shrewd men, too
wms and little bouquets of field flow-sr- 8 silkpart
braid hats.
had for a member of congress and. be made to the county canvassing Dr, Caldwell's Syrup PepBin, and sola a(according to EU Perkins). One day
placed upon its shoulders, Is making
such as children love, appear on
real
young man, who used to
For midsummer nothing Is prettier the most
for presidential electors, and amend boards and by them certified tj the by druggists at fifty cents a bottle, teach agood
energetic efforts to make
:he
Bible class in San Francisco,
majority of hats for little rlrls.
for little girls than the hat of lace or
the congress a success.
ment to the constitution is to be sub state board, and the other set consti is now very generally used to correct boarded the Union Pacific train at
As In millinery for grown people,
made
on a wide frame
embroidery
The International
mitted to the electors of the state for tuting the returns of the election for stomach and bowel trouble. It is mild Ogden. He was going home to Bos- more elaboration in trimming Is evi-le- ana
Congress ot
trimmed with ribbon and flowers
than In at least three preceding ana no
their approval or rejection, and also presidential electors and for the vote and pleasant to the taste and contains ton as a delegate from California to
is prettier than the hat Chambers 'of Commerce and indus
style
no drastic drug, or narcotic, but acts the Massachusetts Sunday-Schoo- l
as leasons. The vogue of lace frills was with soft puffed crown and droonin
trial and Commercial associations is
an act of the legislature entitled "An on the constitutional amendment.
sociation. He was neatly and sweetly mre to find Its way into the realm niua aDoui tne race.
an organization representinaf the bust-nes- s
and
most
act for the issuance of bonds by the
effec
It
easily, yet
reappears
Furthermore; in the absence of any naturally
)f
children's millinery, hence the hats eacn summer,
and spent most of his time
men of the eentlr world. Its purvarying a little In sire,
state of New Mexico for the purpose provision of law to guide me, I feel tively. A larger ' bottle, containing dressed, the Christian
at Work. After tfith side crowns covered by rows of out remaining tne
reading
same In general out- pose is to facilitate
more
a
twice
than
the quantity, is sold a while he got Introduced to a colonel, irisp lace frilling and brightened with lines and as a
of constructing and maintaining
the commercial
constrained to ask you to advise me
general thine in choi
intercourse qf nations and to promote
as to the form and contents ot the for one dollar. If you have never used a professor, and a doctor, who said imall sprays of blossoms peeping out or colors.
system ot state highways."
rom the frills.
cordial relations between them. The
By reason of the fact that the law ballot on constitutional amendment Syrup Pepsin and would like a free they lived in Boston, and they invited
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
recommendations decided upon by the
is silent as to the conditions and man-re- r If it be unlawful for me to follow the trial bottle, postpaid, write to Dr. W him to take a quiet game of euchre.
religious conver
vote of the delegates are carried out
of voting on constitutional amend- provision of the Flood resolution, then B. Caldwell, 406 Washington street, During an animated
sation, three aces were thrown
his
a permanent committee, the head
ments and making returns of the vote I have a precedent and you need not Monticello, 111.
side of the table, after which one of IDEA FOR A VISITING
DRESS NEWEST FANCY FOR EVENING
quarters , of which are at Brussels,
thereon, and is to my mind rather In- expend the time necessary to advise
the Bostonlans gayly remarked, with
definite as to the manner of making me as to form and contents ot con and maintenance of a system of state the greatest coolness, "I wish that we Kny of the Better Quality of Woolen Lizard Gown Has Become Exceeding and which keeps In close touch with
were playing poker. I don't know that
the constituent organizations and also
returns of the election for preslden-tio- l stitutional amendment ballot
or Silk Materials May Be
ly popular in Paris and Really
highways ,and section 8 of the senate
Has Much Merit
with the governments of all nations.
Used for This.
The time is rapidly approaching bill No. 161, which' provides for the I have been favored with such a hand
electors, I am perplexed aa to my
for
Our religious young man
Practically all Important chambers
duty in providing "printed forms of when it la my duty, under the law, to submission of this question, declares fromyears."
San Francisco immediately saw
Just as savage woman seeks to
A style such as this would look
of commerce of the world are repre
poll books," and I therefore respect- furnish printed forms of poll books that the votes on the bond issue shall the game of the
well
In any dressy woolen or silk ma
herself in semblance of the
sharpers, looked up
fully seek advice from the law de to the county commissioners.
I trust be counted, returned, canvassed and Innocently, and remarked: "I have terial; It has a trained skirt, and at birds and the beasts in her use of sented In the congress' and at the
In
me
forty-fivto
I may have the favor of as earlv a declared in the same manner
American comguide
partment of the state
and sub been favored also. I have a pretty jack and sides a tunic edged with a feathers, skins and war paint, so the present time
hand
woman
bodies
are affiliated with the
aand
Parisian
mercial
The
good
three
the discharge of my duty.
fashion
of
of
poker
as
embroidered
a
myself."
is
imitates
reply
possible.
net;
to the same rules as votes cast
piece of
ject
looked at each other significantly. :his is taken across front; buttons and the scales of the fish, the wings of International
It seems clear to me that under Sec-- I Yo'urs very respectfully,
organization.
for state officers, thus putting the re
the butterfly and the tail of the lizard
"They call you professor?" asked the loops trim part ot sides of tunic.
7 Art XX of the constitution the reThe permanent committee in Brus
ANTONIO LUCERO,
turns of the election on the bond is young man from
In
her ballroom fancies. The lizard
San Francisco.
The bodice opens in front and has a
turns of the election for mem'h'V of
sue on the same footing as those re "Yes."' "And they call you colonel 7" large sailor collar edged with lnser-- tall evening gown is the newest fancy, sels is at present considering the recSecretary of State.
to
can
sad
to
made
be
are
congress
"Yes
"You are from the East I
and it bids fair to Implant a graceful ommendations and suggestions ot sub
July 19, 1912.
ferred to in section 2 of article V.
vassed by the canvassing boards of Hon. Antonio Lucero,
believe?"
jects for the consideration by the
from
Boston."
"Yes,
style in the American drawing-room- .
"Well,
The fourth subject of the election
The first model to appear In Chica- coming congress, which have oeea
the counties and by them certified
is the submission of a constitutional gentlemen," he continued, rising, "you
Secretary of State,
had better take the next train back.
go is a vase colored messallne, with sent in by the program committees
to the state canvassing board.
Santa Fe, N. M.
amendment, and as you say, there are We meet it Just the other side of the
black satin "tall" tunic, and waistband
the various nations. The American i
Under Sec. 8 of Art. XX ot the con- Dear Sir:
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'When Roosevelt was asked by a was going close to 75 miles an hour
cent of the delegates would be
the wreck but its per
newspaper correspondent what ar- shortly-beforeto narticinate in the caucuses
Dresent
rangements have been made for his speed was much reduced before the and conferences.
It was said to be
I
4jff-jjH;.
.
r
convention at Chicago he replied that crash.
Hhat no third parcertain
practically
but
much
about
it,
he did not know
ty ticket would be placed in the field.
NEW AUTO PATENT
that there would be "no repetition of
Resolutions are expected to be adoptthe boss rulership which prevailed Albuquerque, a N, Itf., July 23. An ed criticizing the Chicago convention,
at the republican national conven Rufimoblla attachment which is at the national committee and President
"Hon." Seldom has the prosaic bus! tracting much interested attetion on
Tat arid eulogizing Roosevelt
ness of politics given the nation such t'ta pert of automobile epert3 avd
n
announcement
invensd
bea't
a. hearty laugh as this
i'.nnfacturers has
No Blacks are Admitted
that the Roosevelt convention would by R. B. SpiKos of Albuquerque, and
Jackson, Miss., July 23. The na
"
The spectacle patent for the same is pending, it be'
not be
of the shrinking and
ing understood that Mr. Spikes will tional progressive party will be
T. R. .hanging back in fear of being receive his papers in a few days. The launched In Mississippi strictly as a
a "boss" is about the best thing that attachment consists of a device oper- white man's organization. This ancould be offered for the silly season ated from the drlver'B seat, with a nouncement, made today, closely folAnd in the same dispatch it is "as disk and can; for each cylinder where- lowp the cancelation of a cull for a
wmvAiit.inn.
alenftri:
Bumed'f that, no name other than by any number of cylinders may be uroscrngsivn
and
not in
"White
car
will
be
neftro
a
four
republicans
Roosevelt's
presented
cylinder
cut
out
Colonel
reducing
f
to a three, two or one cylinder car harmony with the regular organiza
,
to the convention."
- We cannot' but wonder what would aceording as less power is needed and tions." B. F. Fridge of Ellisville to
happen if some other name should thus effecting a saving of from 25 to day Issued a call for a .state conven
has proved a great convenience to all
Ail to M thil Stove at
be offered to the convention tor the 75 per cent of the gas. Mr. Spikes tion to be held here August 1 to name
your dealers. It is
users of the
third party presidential nomination. was exhibiting the working of his In- delegates to the Chicago convention
cabinet
top. drop shelves, towel
Of course, such a thing is impossible, vention on Second street Saturday
racks, ate. Mads with I,
2 or 3 burnm.
for a variety of reasons. The first of rolrting out that on a level paved
Vermonters Select Electors
with
k
Free
which is that RooBevelt wouldn't srixel one cylinder is plenty for aver
every Stove. Cook - Book
23.
The
Ccok-stovs
l.n om.n In HtmM lend
Vermont,
Burlington,
July
allow it; the other reasons do. not age speed, and that no other device
ing 5 cents to cover mailing
i
state convention of the Vermont
cost.
This year we are selling
count And about as funny as Roose-- j eir.ting will save the gas in thi3 man 1
tcregressive party was held hjrs
The New Perfection Broiler
velt's fear of being classed as a polit- ner The attachment was built for day with 70
delegates present. A
The New Perfection Toaster
from
nis
statement
Mr. Spikes here
ical boss is the
by the National
platform and presidential electors and
The New Perfection Griddle
termers
third
who
the
Mr.
Ashton,
that
company.
headquarters
Foundry
to the national progressive
delegates
each
specially for use on the New
designed
be
will
dein
the
is Interested with Spikes
"hope" that enough money
'chosen.
were
convention
at
Chicago
Stove.
Perfection
rasied by the sale of convention vice, says that a company w!U tie orWilli these appliance and the New Perfection g an
The platform favored equal sufseats to defray the expenses of the ganized here and there is a possibility
door Dcel oven, the New Perfection is just a complete
States
United
of
election
direct
frage,
and efficient a stove as a regular coal range. Certainly,
gathering. Why, even the Bolemn that tho .device may be manufactured senators and establishment of paris much cleaner and cheaper.
Perkins who never for the irade ln Albuquerque. There
and business-lik- e
cels post, government ownership of
Wall
whole
his
in
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
will
be
in
a
it
no
doubt that
greatly
cracked
is
joke
express and telegraph companies, pubFuefclo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
street career, must have grinned at demand by automobile makers.
Denver,
licity of campaign expenses and free
Dcise, Salt Lake City
this pleasantry. Come to think of it,
Panama
the
passage of ships through
conthere is one other real boss
Old papers tor sale. Optic office. canal.
nected with the colonel's scheme. J.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
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BAND FOR SECOND TIME IN
THREE MONTHS.
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that make. Baking a Delight

ALD OROCE

Trv a Sack You'll Like

It.

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

Davis Vice President

B.

j

HU'ett Raynoi.is Cashier
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Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$very Courtesy and
the Scope of Good Banking.

Our Depositors Receive
Within
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Interest Paid on Timo Deposits
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"NONE RESERVED"
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"boss-ridden.-

DURING OUR GREAT JULY CLEARANCE SALE

Smashing Reductions in all
Departments to Make Room
for New Goods.

Kew Perfection

,

f-

Heating Plate
Cook-Boo-

Oil

SALE CLOSES AUGUST
15 TO 33

1-- 3

PER CENT OFF

IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
"The
HI

rnVMUU

Store of' Quality"
In.

E. Las Vegas.

1

hj- -

i rr ?h

A

las

OFFICERS

PERSONALS
NO NECESSITY

FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire of us

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the low-est

for the highest class of
Dry

goods,

ar

ready-to-we-

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.
""OH

if

'

i

Hoffman

&

'
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Tincaer.' special age&t lor the
Haynes Motor Car company, '.left this
a short" business trip to
ftejn'oon-6c.
i
a
.ait
this
y.p. dgle, the
tuieiuuon 1 or
.nuuquerque, irum
whence he will g)d to Mountainair to
attend the Chautauqua,
.T, U Tlncher, special agent for Uie
Haynes Motor ..Car company, return
ed last- night, from a short business
trip to Denver and points in Oklaho
-

11

x-

land'nft

(The Popular Priced Store)

PKoi

Main 104.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS

00

ma.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New .Mexico Normal Univer-

TO

RAYVJOOD'S

OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
OLD RIPY WHISKY

All

GOLDEN

BEER ON

Brands of Boitled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
Delivered Free.
WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Phone Vegas 133 for

515 DOUGLAS

AVE.

Come and Try Your Luck.

Ia the District Court
Of the United States
For the District of New Mexico.
In the matter of Olive S. Wallls, Bank92.
No.
in
Bankruptcy:
mpt,
To the Creditors of Olive S. Wallis
cf Las Vegas, County of San Miguel,
.

and District aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the
Slu iay ol July. A. D. 1912, the said
Olive S. Wains was duly adjudicated
a Bankrupt: that the first me' ting of
ixct creditors will be held at the oface
of the undersigned in Las Vegas, New
Mexico ,on the 29th day of July, A.
D. 1912, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims, appoint a
tnistee, examine the Bankrupt and
transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
CHESTER A. HUNKER,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
1912.
18th,
July
APPEALS

FOR AUTOS

23. President
July
was apautomobile
of
the
love
Taft's
pealed to today by Representative
Rucker of Colorado, who asked the
president to issue an executive order
to permit motor cars in Yellowstone
park and other national playgrounds.

Washington,

COMMISSIONERS
INSURANCE
im
Spokane, Wash., July 23 Many
fire
with
connected
problems
portant
insurance expenses, state rate resula-trpnv

.

casualty"' reserves, fraterrals,
vtrkmen's compensation and matters
cf supervision tv ill be considered ind
thoroughly discussed at the nut'onal
convention of the Insurance Commissioners of the United States which
exopened here today fo ra session
attendtending over four days. The
ance is unusually large and the program of more than ordinary interest
The delegates from Oklahoma City,
Okla., are forking hard to capture
for their city the next annual convention which is to be held In September,

1913.

wanton. lMch.,
George L. Hlgble,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidne 1
and bladder trouble. He Bays:
find for my ease no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney pills for beneficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. lontatn no harmful
drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.

sity, left this afternoon tor Mountain-ai- r
to attend the fifth annual
assembly.
Mrs. W. L, Parker, who has been in
Las Vegas for the past month visiting
her sister, Mrs. Liebschner, left this
afternoon for Saint Louis, She was
accompanied by her daughter.
G. F. Harrison, manager of the Don
ver offices of the Dodd Mead Publish
ing company, who has been in Las Ve
gas several days on business, left tins
afternoon for Santa Fe.
Jose Sena,
Chpaertlo ,, brother
of Mounted Policeman A A Sena,
was, in Las Vegas today on business
Mr. Senawho is a sheepman, brought
infta'lfergeJ amount of wool to local
dealers.
R,. Wells, special Santa Fe
stopped off In Las Vegas this
afternoon en route from a trip in
ColnrapMti Los Angeles. Mr. Wells,
here has been
recently
transferred- to the Santa Fe coast
lines out of Los Angeles
ijMra. J. H Fox of Fort Smith, Ark.,
wfro has been in Las Vegas for the
past week visiting friends, left this
afternoon for California. Mrs. Fox
will stpPr. off. In Santa Fe And the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado on her
trip to the Pacific coast.
Samuel Lewis, representative of
Portland Cement com
pany of Phoenix, Ariz., was a visitor
in Las Vegas yesterday and today.
Mr. Lewis formerly was a. resident of
Las VegasT'being connected with the
Lewis Engineering company.
At a hearing yesterday afternoon
before Judge D. R. Murray, Dolores,
who) Is charged with assaulting
Garcia,. with words, was fined
5 and costf. Dolores filed an appeal,
:
the case to "be brought before the
court.
next term of the dist-ifack Livingstone and William Mc- wo-havbeen in Las Vegas sev.
eial days on business, left yesterday
for their homes in Grant county, Oklahoma.
The Oklahomans have each
put chased quartet sections of lani on
the mesa, and. will move, to Las Vegas,
next October.
H. E. Johnson, the land man, has
purchased some high class stock
through the Oklahoma market. One
Percheron
thoroughbred dmpor'ed
stallion, one standard bred trotting
stallion, one Missouri Mammoth ack
and one Spanish Jack, are. included
in the purchase. The animals arrived
yesterday from Oklahoma and are be
ing stabled in the Chaffin corrals,
Mr. Johnson is desirouF of seeing a
higher class of stock raised in this
section of the country and made the
purchase of these thoroughbreds with
the view of furthering this desire.

Land and Admitting

AT DANCE
COMMERCIAL CLUB WILL GIVE
BALL AND RECEPTION
THURSDAY EVENING.
On Thursday evening of tills week
the parlors of the La Vbgas Com
mercial club will be the sane of a
reception and dance at vtich the of
ficers of the New Mexico National
Guard In attendance at the camp
of instruction on the rifle range north
of here will be the guests of honor.
Such , was . ike;, announcement of the
entertainment committee of the club
The committee has
thisi.imorning.
completied, all plans for the affair,
which promises to be on of the most
enjoyable of the summer season.
Invitations to the balle wli not be
f the club but
limited to members
are cordially extended their triends
and It Is expected that a large crowd
will be In attendance. The success
of the dance and reception to the
of the militia last summer is
remembered and the affair Thursday
night is looked forward to with pleas

ure.
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PLOWING ON DRY FARM
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.SUGAR HEARING RESUMED
an Francisco, July 23. The hearings in the government's suit in equl-;- y
to dissolve the American Sugar Re-- f
uing company, last held in New York
were taken up here today and are expected to consume several weeks.
From here the hearings will shift to
Salt Lake City and then to Denver,
the prospect of being1 resumed
once more In New York about the
middle of September.
'
VINCENT ASTOR TO JOIN MOTHER
New York, July 23. Vincent Astor,
son of the late John Jacob Astor, was
among the passengers on the steamer
Mauretania which sailed from this
port today. He Is on his way to
England, where he will Join his mother Mrs. Ava Willing Astor and her
daughter Mui'Iel for the rest of the
summer. The whole party expects to
return to the United States early in
"
the fall.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, July 23. Wall street de
voted much of Its attention today to
the published forecasts of the Stan
ley steel report on which the. specula
tive element seemed disposed to place

a bearish construction. Steel shares
fell a point with similar declines in
Canadian Pacific and St Paul, the latter being again affected by rumors
dealing with forthcoming dividend
prospects.
Practically the entire list was heavy
the only notable exceptions' being
General Electric and Westlnghouse,
the former attaining its best quota
tion in some years. Trading was dull,
Bonds were, steady. Desultory move
ments in the specialties were the sole
features of the noon hour, Sears and
Roebuck advancing four points. Steel
was inclined to harden.
The market became heavier in the
late afternoon under the lead of
Union Paciflo and Reading. American
Tobacco, Lackawanna, Steel and Mis
souri, Kansas and Texas preferred also
fell 1 to 2
points. The market
closed easily. J Lowest prices and
greatest stagnation werewitnessea in
the last hour with some slight readjustments In the final dealings. Biscuit was the weakest of the specialties, declining 4 points. The closing
sales were:
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
Atchison

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Paciflo
ex. dlv
Southern Paciflo
Union Paciflo

'

. .
'

Reading,

'.

United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

83
128
108
137
115
120
162
109
167
69
112

Air.

Depth Depends In Part on Nature of
Soli Doubtful If Deep Work Increases Yield In Proportion
to the Expense.
Deep, thorough

plowing

ASK FOR N0. GO8
LIBRARY TABLE

HER

WITH DAVSDN

Prepares Seedbed by Cleaning

ENTERTAINED

-

month's trip.
Charles Witschke came, in last
evening from bis home in Trinidad on
a short business trip.
Herman C. llfeld,. of tne Charles
company, was in Santa Fe yes
terday on business.
J. V, Jenkins of Denver, after a
short visit In Las Vegas on business,
left this afternoon for his home.
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Mrown, H. M.
Kearney and A. R. Muesse were visitors in Las Vegas today from Wat-rou-

be-

DE

five
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INTIMIDATED

E. Goodman of Trinidad was id
Las Vegas today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy. Prentiss will
leave tonight for New York on a
W-

TO

VtUA

minimizes

and augsupplementary cultivation
ments the yield; poor, shallow plow-lu- g
augments supplementary cultivation and minimizes the yield. If the
purposes of stirring fhe soil were better understood, less diversity of opinion as to how it should be done would
exist. Plowing! prepares the seedbed
by cleaning the land and admitting
air, warmth and moisture Into the soil.
This accelerates certain physical and
chemical changes which are conducive
to plant growth. In dry farming the
admission of water into the soil is
paramount
Now a thinly plowed slice will not
hold as much water ' as a deeply
plowed one. Hence, much of the rain
that falls on shallowly plowed land is
lost to evaporation before It can seek
Its course downward into the subsoil.
Then, too, during the. hot summer
months deeply plowed land in good
tilth admits of by far less evaporation
from below than does that which la
Add to this the
shallowly plowed.
excellent seed bed afforded the young
plants- - ay deeply stirring the soil and
little remains to be said in favor of
shallow plowing.
The depth to plow depends In part
upon the nature of the olL Most dry
farm soils, however are uniform to
great depths and little fear need be
entertained of throwing up lifeless,
Inert masses of subsoil. In those few
sections where the latter condition
does obtain, care should be exercised
by gradually Increasing the depth of
the plowed area. Seven or eight-Incplowing, if honestly done, is deep
plowing. It furnishes an ample reservoir for the temporary storage of water; it forms a mulch deep enough to
prevent evaporation from below; it
to the
affords a seed bed adequate
needs of the young plant
After deep plowing the soil should
be given ample time to compact and
settle. The heavy soils tend to pack
quickly. Special care must be given
to sandy soils, since when deeply
considerable
plowed, they require
time and work to become flrnu Jf the
necessary preparation cannot be given
them relatively shallow plowing is advisable. This holds especially true in
the case of spring plowing.
Very deep plowing and subsoljlng
as advocate3 by some may slightly
increase the yield, but it is doubtful if
the Increase is proportionate to the
added expense.,,The law of diminishing returns apples to farming as. well
as to any other aetlvity. Such plowing once ia a series of years would
no doubt be profitable. It will be recalled here, too, that the deep and extensive root systems of most
crops render a great service
to that part of the soil beyond hieh
the plowshare cannot reach.
Plow when the land Is moist. When
the fall is favorable, It Is generally
the best time to plow. .Leave the
ground rough during the winter and
work it down early in the spring with
the disk and harrow. Fall plowing
puts the farmer ahead with his work,
releases plant food, leaves the land in
shape to take water, and gives the soil
h

WIFE OF MURDERED-- . NEW YOKK
GAMBLER 13 IN CONSTANT

MINERS

APPREHENSIONS

New York, July 23. TUo Vun men
GAMES WILL BE STAGED AT wanted for the killing
ol lis gamAMUSEMENT PARK SATURbler, Hermann Rosenthal, are beginDAY AND SUNDAY.
ning to fall into the net Harry Val-loone of the five notorious gangGames for Saturday and Sunday, sters who were in the "murder car"
July 26 and 27, between the Dawson the night Rosenthal was shot, surMiners and the Las Vegas Maroons, rendered himself "to the police this
have been scheduled by the local morning and within ten days Deputy
management to be played at Amuse-men- t Police Commissioner Dougherty exThis means that the pects to round up the whoje gang.
park.
Meadow City fans are soon to witWith the men who actually did the
ness two real exhibitions of baseball, shooting in the tolls, the main work
for when the Maroons and the coal of District Attorney Whatman and
diggers mix there Is surd to be some- Deputy dice Commissioner Doughthing doing in the baseball line. That erty will commence that of trying to
the Dawson club la composed of a learn the identity of the conspirators
bunch" of classy ball playerg is proved who son
greatly desired that Rosen-tra- l
by the fact that two weeks ago they
be .done away with be tore be
defeated the Maroons 6 to 5 and that could make further revelation of the
Sunday they broke even In the
relations between tne . police and
.
losing the first game to gamblers.
the locals by a score 01 8 to 2 and Several of New York a prominent
winning the second game, 3 to 1.
citizens have offered to pay tor a priIt will be remembered also that! vate investigation Into the question
the best' game of ball witnessed by of whether police partnership with
the local fans this summer was the gamblers led to the slaying, of Rosencontest game played at Amusement thal. Commissioner .Dougherty repark between the Miners and the Ma- marked significantly to Uistrict Atroons, which the locals won by the torney Whitman; "I guess we agree
'
score of 4 to 1.
as to who is back' of this killing,
Las Vegas has not witnessed a ball but the
public prosecutor does not
game for over two weeks. The fans feel that Commissioner Dougherty
are hungry for a hot contest and the can swing tne Investigation of the
games undoubtedly will be attendoi killing alone, as he is of the belief
by record breaking crowds.
that the police department will give
jThe Maroons returned last evening no real aid.
,
from Dawson, the games with Mas-weMrs. Hermann Rosenthal, the murhaving been cancelled. It Is not dered gambler's wife, came to the
unlikely that after the coming series criminal courts building today and at
here that the club will go on a once went into District Attorrey
week's trip. Games with Trinidad, Whitman's office. Rosenthal's widow
both here and in the Colorado City was before the grand jury for nearly
will be scheduled and as this club an hour. District Attorney, Whitman
Is seemingly In the same class with refused to discuss her
testimony, but
the Maroons, these games will be It was paid she told all she knew con
looked forward to anxiously by t'.e
cerning Rosenthal's charge that cer
-- ".'
fans or bota itiM
tain police officers were sharing in
Lockhart and Sorensen will work
of tenderloin gambling houses,
in the two games with Dawson, alter- profits
and told of the relations between her
nating between first base and the ihusband and Lieutenant Becker.
mound.
Lyons will be moved Into
Mrs. Rosenthal came to the buildthe Infield and local talent will fill
ing under the. escprt of a special of.
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Top 24x36 inches, legs for
inch stock, large Shelf
measuring 20x32 inches; 19
inch drawer with wood knob,
finished American Quartered
Oak, top rubbed and polished. This week only.
Sale price
$5,65
Regular price. . . $8,50
ONLY AT
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THE ROSENTHAL
i

Opposite Y. M.

International Students'
association
which is in session beer at present
and is largely attended by students
from many parts of the world will
be the1 "American Evening" to be
held tomorrow night at the Heidelberg restaurant, the hlstorio scene of
many students' reunions in this city
in past years. Professor Wllhelm
Passekowsky, who made a record lecturing tour of the American universities some time ago, will speak of his
impressions of America, though, as
he frankly owns, his observations
were made chiefly from an observation car. The number of American
students attending this convention ia
'
"
!'
unusually large.
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BRANCH

Long Branch. N. J.f July 23. Be- -,
cause of the prominence of many of
the exhibitors and the large fie'.d of
show and race horses entered, more
than usual Interest has t66Tt aroused
In the nineteenth annual exhibition of
the Monmouth County Horse show
association, which win open, at Hollywood park tomorrow and continue until the end of the week. During the
four days' competition a total of 63
classes will be Judged, and as aggregate of nearly $7,000 In prizes will be
awarded. In addition to the regular
dosses for saddle horses, hunters and
Jumpers, and harness horse classes
a number of special features will be
Introduced in the nature of military
Jumping competitions and four running races.

the hole! in the outfield. This com- ficer detailed from the district attor
bination has been worked in Dawson
ney's office and was accompanied by
successfully, and should be effective her sister.
'
here.
"Do you think the police would
protect me from their own. kind?" she
asked a representative of the district
HE KILLS HIMSELF
( .
' l,M
Washington, July 23. Miles J. Ren- - attorney's office.
am
to
"I
Senator
afraid
clerk
of
life
since Her
a
my
nick, formerly
Guggenheim, killed himself in a hos- mann was murdered," said Mrs. Ros
pital today by cutting veins in his enthal. "The police made all kinds
throat with the glass dial of an alarm of efforts to see me and I have had
clock.
high officials call me tip. Why,
,
Commissioner
Deputy
Dougherty
tried to get me yesterday. Why
near
canaan,
M.
A.
Nason, farming
to see me un
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic should the police want
rheumatism due he pay3 to uric acid less they wanted .to find out how
In his blood.
"Foley Kidney Pills much I know before I shoula go be
entirely cured me and also removed ) fore the grand Jury."
Most of us can find fault with our
numerous black specks tnat were coneyes shut
tinually before my eyes." Foley Kidney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
The man whois running for office
time to settle.
are effective for the various forms
A girl is never happy until sho tails
In areas where the wind blows con- of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Red can see great danger to the country
In love, and then she''; miserable.
In the success of his opponent.
siderably, lifting both the snow and Cross Drug Store.
the soil, it is good practice to leave
the stubbie over the winter and to
turn it In the spring. It should be remembered, however, that it Is always
more difficult to secure a good compact seed bed for spring sowing on
land that Is plowed in the spring than
on that which is plowed in the fall.
In fact, many a failure has been due
to planting seed on loose spring-ploweland. Where the ground is to
be fallowed during the following summer, there Is but little preference between spring and fall plowing, especially if the fall is dry.
In dry and ieavy soils the disk plow
than the
may be more serviceable
moldboard; but the latter has a more
general use and does most satisfactory work.
d

tinue at their best figures with demand running to medium. The new
clip is nearly cleaned, up liwall the
western states and buyers are returning east
New Texas wools are moving freely
with 12 months selling at 22 to 23
and eighth months from 19 to 22.
Sales of territory in original bags continue at 20 for Utah, and Idaho and
20 to 22 for Wyoming
Fleeces are
reported to be relatively stronger
Control of Soil Moisture.
than territory, and fine washed deWhen we speak of controlling the
laines bring 34 cents, while Michigan
we always think of conblood fleeces sell for 30 soil moisture
it, but when the early summer
serving'
cents.
Is too wet to let plants root deep we
need to let some of the moisture esbecomes
cape whenever the ground
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, July 23. Cattle, re- dry enough for a deep cultivation. In
a wet season there need be no thought
ceipts 8,000, including 500 couthtrns. of conserving the moisture. Ground,
Market steady. Native steers $6.25 after It has been made loose by a deep
9.55;' southern steers $4.256.60; cultivation, will hold all the water it
can use to advantage and will be In
couthern cows and heifers " $5.25
condition for dry weather later
better
cows
and
hellers
native
$3.25
5.50;
on than It would have been if left
8.50; stockers and feeders $4.25
solid.
7.60; bulls $45.50; calves $4.508;
western steers $5.509;( western cows
Commercial Eggs.
We want more commercial
egg
$$.256.
Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market strong farms In this country, and there is
if
in the business
properto 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.40 good money
The demand for fresh
ly conducted.
7.65; heavy $7.407.50;
packers eggs Is growing every day, and will
and butchers 17.457. 65; lights $7.50 continue to grow. To meet the present demand it would be necessary to
7.70; pigs $66.50.
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market steady. Increase the egg production of the
country at least 100 per cent.
Muttons $3.504.50; lambs $5.50
7; range wethers and yearlings $3.50
Follow Plow With Harrow.
5; range ewes $2.504.
Alway follow the plow with the
Beharrow or harrow attachment
If "faint heart ne'er won fair lady." fore leaving the field at noon or a(
night, the ground should receive s
it kept out of a lot of. trouble.
thorough harrowing to prevent tht
escape of moisture.
If a man is ruled by his feelings
he's' apt to travel In a zigzag course.
.

A,

TO HAVE AMERICAN EVENING
Berlin, July 23. One of the inteT
eating features of the convention of the

--

WOOL MARKET ACTIVE
Boston, July 23. The market for
domestic wool continues strong but
a trifle less active. All grades con

C

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADlfERTSSED GSOBQ

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.'
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
,
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.

-,

'

(

Always Pays

to Buy

A

dvorilsed Goods

VtaAi

IX

CONDEMNS THE

BUSINESS , ,
DIRECTORY

Writer Says the Automobile
Tourist Misses All the Charm

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
M.
Sast Las Vegas,

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Graad Ave

Phone Main 447

A. H. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting

he reached home be had covered seventy miles. But could your modern motorist, with his flabby muscles and his
love of ease, do as much? In his passion for speed he never deigns to understand the charm and suggestion of
a
milestone or a decayed signpost, to drink in the spirit
of the countryside, or attempt to sense
a life that harks back to the beginning of our history."

DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Wgon Material

d

.CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
National Ave

.

Phone Main

FCR

HOUSEHOLD

PETS

Psychologist Says Cats and Parrots
Would Keep Lonely People From
'

Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202

USE

71

1

Suicide.

Committing

A new use for cats, parrots and other household pets has been discovered
by Dr. Colin A. Scott, professor of
Normal
psychology at the Boston
P. MACKEL
school. He is reported to have said to
an audience of public school principals
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging in Chicago that one reason why people commit suicide is that they feel
and Dialing.
own uselessness, and that if an
their
'
Given.
Estimates Cheerfully
unmarried woman has a cat or a parOld Town rot to care for
RTeit Bide Flaca
it may give her something to live for and prevent her from
taking her own life.

t

PETER

....

S, 0. YOUNG

Anything else that

awakens

and

holds interest in life would serve the
' LAWN-MOWESHARPENED
purpose equally well a fad of any
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and sort, plants, a garden, whist, novels,
history, charitable work, crocheting,
General Repairing
votes for womeni The number of pos520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas sible objects to keep a woman inter;
Street
ested in life is unlimited. Even for
bachelor-maid- s,
elderly and disillusioned
who find the world a lonesome
place, there are countless fascinating
Automobile, Carriage &
RS

l

SIGN PAINTING
0.

N.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

429

PLAZA HOTEL
XTNEWLViREMODKLEl
Private Baths and!Lavatoriesj

SteaaHeat

iPrivate'.Telephones
Rates $2.50jper day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or1 Month

Weather

bulletin

HOT
DOrfT FORGET

for
which is coming, it
would not be amisa to lay in a good
ly supply of ice. Our ice Is pure and
wholesome and can he relied upon to
give the best of satisfaction. When
in need of ice, order from
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227

In making your preparations

the hot weather

OF BUSINESS

WOMAN

Practical Dry Farmer, Operating Near
Lethbrldge, Alberta, Has

subjects of interest.
Perhaps cats are among the least
promising of such subjects, for cats
generally are selfish and
They take all they can get and give
as little as they can. No woman real
ly ever owned a cat. The cat owns
the woman. And possibly that is why
the psychology professor suggested
cats as preventives of suicide.
New Byron Memorial in Greece.

ft

two-hors- e

j.

rm

r

RATES

I

LU M

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

1

vents the

Run-Of- f.

(By C. K. BARNS. Minnesota Experiment

Station.)
The subsoil is nature's storage res
ervoir for the moisture which, when
rains are far apart, shall maintain the
The larger the
vitality of vegetation.
proportion of the rainfall which can
be made to find Its way to that reservoir; in all lands sufficiently dry for

cultivation, the greater the capacity
of the growing crop against drought
The rain does not readily penetrate
a dry, caked surface soil, because the
pores of such soils are already filled
with air, which condition make3 It
repel water like a dry sponge. This
air is so slowly expelled that considerable rain may run o3 without materially benefitting the crop.
Cultivation retards or entirely pre
vents the run off; very likely It may
enable the, rain to penetrate to the
subsoil, and thus It assists in the retention of moisture, against an always
possible day when the "heavens shall
be as brass," and when, if nature's
reservoir be empty, the growing crop
must perish.

IP

J.

1"4

Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.

B. P. O. ELKS

Exalted
Condon, Secretary.
D. McElroy.

ir
.

D. W.

Ruler.

ATTOKNEY8

RANSFORD CHAPTER

NO. t, O. E.
irst aad third Fridays in

a

atasoaU Tampla. Kra. T.
Bowen,
Worthy Matron; Jajnea
Rati edge
Worthy Patrom; Kra George Tripp,
Secretary. Fiona Hain $29, 120

a

WANTED
1108

"jgflrft

HUNKER A HUNKER
T:$9 p. m. It. R.
H.
Geo.
Chester A. Hune- Hunker
O.
T.
WlUlams, H. P.;
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary.
New Mex'
Las Vexas.

Wanted
Competent cook. Apply
Seventh street, Mrs.. W. G.

Grand avenue.

Haydon.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets arary
Monday night at
O. R. C. HalL on Bouxla avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Vlaltinr members are
FOR SALE
Two registered
roan
cordially weJoome. H. XL Oehrine.
Durham bull calves. John Hartman, president; J. T. Busier,
secretary :
East Las Vegas.
C. H. Bally, treasnxar.

PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Office 506
Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m

DENTISTS

For Sale

FOR SALE Ten large work mares.
First Boy When I told the boBS yls- MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Apply 620 Grand avenue.
tld'y dat I wanted to git off 'cause
Meet In the forest of brother'
gran'motber wuz dead he said: "Cer-t'n'love at Woodmen of the Won
FOR SALE Piano and household furf
go ahead."
hall, on the second and fourth Tr
Second Boy He's a real sport,
niture. 510 Main street
6t
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
ain't he?
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vis)
WHITE Wyandotte hens, 60c, 75c
lng neighbors are especially
we
and $1.00. Mrs. M. ,E. Johnson,
HARDLY LIKELY
coma and cordially invited.

DR. CLIFFORD

PLEW, DENTIST

Successor to
Dr. E L. Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 6462.

y;

Humboldt, Kansas.

LOCAL

TIME CARD

EAST BOUND
Be

Arrive
No.

2....! :10
4. ...11:06

p.

m......

:1B

P- -

11:10
No.
p m
1:25 a.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 546, No. 8.... 1:16 a m
JULY
SPECIAL 100
Buff
Rock
2:10
m.
I. O. of B. B. Meet
1:45
No.
p.
10....
every flran
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Humboldt, Kan.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m........ 1:46 p.
o'clock p. m, Tiaitlnj brothers are No. 1
'
6:15 p.
6:10
a m..
No.
invited
Isaac Appel,
oordiaiy
4:50 p.
.4:40 p. m.
Charles Oreenclay, Sec- No. 7
President;
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
7:00
m.
p. at
6:35
9
No.
p.
retary.
good location. 322 Grand avenue,
Phone Olive 6272.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNGi.
There Is more Catarrh la thia sec.NO. 804. Meets second and foarv tion ot the country than all other disFOR RENT Three new rooms fur- eases put together, and until the lust
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pione
nlshed for light housekeeping. 921
few. years was supposed to he Incurbuilding. Visiting members are c
Lincoln.
a great many years docable.
dlally invled. Peter Emenaker, G. tors For
it a local disease and
pronounced
K., Richard Devine, P. 8.
prescribed local remedies, and by
Dvsenterv la alwava nenoua nn.l of
constantly falling to cure with local
ten a dangerous disease, but it can be I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO treatment, pronounced
it incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
1. Meets every Monday
evening a: constitutional disease, and therefore
ana Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
their h&'l on Sixth street. All visit requires
even wnen malignant and epidemic
constitutional treatment
"
Mr. Monkey (as Willie
Monkey's For sale by all dealers
ing brethren cordially Invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
.
bedtime approached)
Well, I wish 1
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. O.; by P. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
1
was a porcupine.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION '
Frank Pries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood Is the only Constitution.' cure on the
taken
market.
in
is
It
Mrs. Monkey You bnite! Why?
Internally
In the District Court,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer: doses from 10 drops te a teaspoonfuL.
Mr. Monkey A little porcupine
V.
C
County of San Miguel
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
It acts directly on the blood and mudoesn't nag his papa to carry him to
cous surfaces of the system. They
State of New Mexico.
bed on his back.
offer one hundred dollars for any
Charles Ilfeld Company
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuen case It
fails to cure. Send for cirPlaintiff,
IN THE STABLE
day evenings each month, at Wood culars and testimonials.
va.
No. 7420.
man hail. Visiting Brothers cot
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., ToBenton S. Jackson,
dially invited to attend. A. M ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c
Defendant.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, S

For Rent

and

similar plants when they are trans'

planted.
In iiuttinz eves from potatoes leave
enough of the potato on them to fur
nish substance until they can draw n
from the earth.

3......

The said defendant, Benton S. jack
son, is hereby notified that a suit in
assumpsit and by attachment has been
commenced against him in the Dis
trict Court for the County of San Mi
guel, State of New Mexico, by said
Charles Ilfeld Company, wherein the
plaintiff seeks to recover he sum of
Two Hundred and Seventy and
0
($270.83) Dollars and Twenty-seve($27.00) Dollars .attorney's fee, tor
and on account of the balance due on
a certain promissory note made and
delivered by defendant to plaintiff.
dated January 1st, 1907, payable Jan
uary 1st, 1908; that unless you enter
or cause to be entered your appearance in said suit on or before the
10th day of September. A. D. 1912.
Judgment by default therein will be
rendered against you. That plaintiff's
attorney's name is Louis C. Ilfeld,
whose office and postofflce address is
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
County Clerk.
n

NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the undersigned
were appointed on the 19th ' day of
July, A. D., 1912, executors of the es
tate of Julius Graaf, deceased, and all

persons having claims against the estate of said Julius Graaf, deceased,
will present the same within the time
prescribed by law.

ne

Health of Chicks.
Much of the health of the chicks depend on the yard in which they are
kept. Chicks are very susceptible to
surroundings at this stage, easily con
tracting dangerous diseases from what
appear to be trivial causes.

R. Murray,

k'jiula.r

eeu

It is a good plan to shorten the tops
onions

.

Ctl

pi, at

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN

mitnk-raisin-

cauliflower,

HANDLEC

1,
NO.
DORADO LODGE
EL
OF PYTHIAS MeU
KNIGHTS
very Monday artv
Hail
nlng In
VislUng Knights are
invited.
cordially
Liebecfc
Chaa.- - E.
oler. Chancel lot'
Commander.
Harry
M
V .
'
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.

tion frat Monday la each
month at Masonic Tem-

-

T

cabbage,

at;

conclave sca4 Twav
day la each moatk at Va
sonic Temple at 7:0 p- - m. C. D.
Boucher, & C; Chaa. Taimne, Re
corder.

mm

nr.

'

of

VT.

LA3 VEOAt COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

MlK

h

Rain Does Not Readily Penetrate
Caked Surface Cultivation Pre-

A. F. A

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In each
dobul visiung oroui- en cordially invited
M.

LAS VEOAt CHAPTER No, , ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Jtaplar convoca

-

O 0'ClOC-

t

LOOCE NO

N. O. Herman,
Secretary.

ADVER-

Virginia What finally decided you?
Gladys Fred promised me the most
alimony in case of divorce.

g

SOIL IS NATURE'S RESERVOIR

CHAPMAN

NI

Five cents per line eaoh Insertion.
Estimate six .ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less apace than two
line. All advertla menta chamed
Gladys Yes, I'm engaged to Fred. will be booked at apace actually set,
It was pretty hard to decide, because without regard to number of words.
I liked Tom quite as well as Fted, Cash In advance
preferred.
and they're equally wealthy.

1

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

GOODS

n
2

CO

:
Ca-ulei-

OIKNtRt

H0KT ORDERS AND HECUL

A.

UNDERSTOOD

CAFF

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

THE BEST

1
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In further commemoration of the
poet Byron, whose name is still deep
FARM NOTES.
ly revered throughout Greece, the gov
ernment has just passed the plans
In anitiA sections farmers are recom
for the erection In Mesolongian of a mending growing alslke wfth timothy.
suitable monument, to be surrounded
properCommercial fertilizers,-wneby a small ornamental garden, upon ty used, will Increase the yield of
the spot where Lord. Byron died In crops.
April, 1824.
When rhubarb srrowa rank and spin
Already, a monument exists here in dling it needs thinning out and workthe "Heroon," or burial place of ing over.
Greek champions of freedom, many of
Whan raoe la nastured down, it will
whose mortal remains repose beneath often
spring up again after being giva large mound.
en a rest
The initiative In connection with
Rotation of crons elves a distribu
the Idea of erecting this further tion of labor as well as any other admemorial Is due to the prime minis- vantages.
ter, M. E. Venlzelos, whose admiration
Millet will yield between three ana
for the English poet and friendliness tour tons of hay per acre under favorfor Englishmen generally have been able conditions.
demonstrated upon more than one ocSeed selection is the oldest and most
casion.
common method of attempting to Improve our crops.
Aa a general rule, the depth to
Repudiated the Idea.
should be four times the diam
plant
Old John, the gardener, had been
'
First Horse I wonder what is to
of the seed.
eter
drinking again, and when be became
Cut the clover or alfalfa just as become of us.
sober Mr. Brown called him down. goon as the buds are well set at the
Second Horse I don't know, and I
"This won't do, John," said he. "As 1 crown for the next growth.
don't care I've Just been traded for
I
have told you before,
will not have
Swftet clover seed hulled weighs an automobile and I'm ready to die.
a man in my employ who drinks."
about sixty pounds per bushel, and
"Oh, sure, 'twas but a mite of a the unhulled thirty-thre- e
pounds,
THE EVIDENCE
dhrop I was afther takln', Mr. BrOwn,
if irnort roads from the producer to
an' I was niver to say dhrunk at anny the consumer were general, the bene
time in me lolfe."
fits to both would be considerate.
"John," said Mr. Brown sternly,
,n n A nlaater aives
results on new
"you are a hypocrite."
land by making the potash in the soil
"A Dimycrat, is it?" flashed John In mnrp available for the use of plants.
digna'ntly.
"Well, sir, not to be put
Make sowings once a week of such
tin' too foine a p'int on, I've heard
e
vegetables as lettuce
say ye was a Dimycrat yerseif ! "
and radishes, to insure continuous suc- -

Rural Financier.
Boggs had managed to ditch bis car,
and after hailing a passing farmer
tried to arrange a dicker for help.
brother," said the
"Why,, ya-afarmer, bringing his team to a stand
still. "I'll help ye out.' Le's see
what It'll come top-oday's use o'
the team, S 5 "
"One day?" retorted Boggs. "Tisn't
going to take you a day to haul that
machine out, is it?"
"Why no," returned the farmer,
"but arter I git the ! t don't callate
Many a man's will Is contested long to do no more work ontll
Before he is dead.
Harper's Weekly.

-n

TOE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

dry-farm-

"PHfllnn.

Summer colds are hard to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Cheiea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
!Ough medicines because it quickly
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold Jf taken in time." Con
tains no opiates. O. Q. Shaefer, Red
"Cross Drug Store.

I-
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Thut alfalfa will grow prollflo on
seeding of only two pounds to the acre
s the opinion of L. A. Felger, a prac
tical
operating a very large
acreage eight miles south of Lethbrldge," Alberta. The use of this sur
prisingly small quantity f seed Is in
marked contrast to the opinions of
many experts who have been making
a study of alfalfa for many years, in
that opinions as to the quantity of seed
to be sown have varied from 13 to 20
pounds to the acre.
Mr. Felger has an excellent stand of
12 acres, which was seeded with only
tour pounds to the acre In May. 1911,
un fall plowing that had been cropped
the year before. His plowing was
done to a depth of five and a half .to
ix Inches, and be believes that if he
had plowed deeper be would have re
quired lees seed. His seed bed was
well prepared and he used a
cultivator four times, and harrowed
early in the spring. He Inoculated the
oil with soli from a neighboring alfalfa field, and despite the fact that it
was a severe winter he noted no loss
through winter killing. He expects
his field will yield two and possibly
three cuttings, but he plans to use a
portion of the field in raising seed.
To prove the success of his theory
of planting in rows and using only a
small quantity of seed to secure a
good stand, Mr. Felger has sent to the
Lethbridge headquarters of the International
congress a
sample dug up on May 22, which
stand and a root sysshows a
tem of
y inches before it was cut
off with
a knife, and it is plainly
shown that the root was still longer.
"I am going to seed only two pounds
to the acre next year," says Mr. Felger. "I find that four pounds makes
too thick a stand, and I am going to
stop up all the holes of my drill except
two and thus reduce the amount of
seed used, and at tho same time mix
my seed with ground feed. I sowed
some alfalfa where I used every hole
of the drill and it required 13 pounds
to the acre. This stand was altogether
too thick and not as good in its first
growth as' the field of 12 acres which
I sowed with only four pounds "

OPTICI

IT HE

Alfalfa Stand.

A writer In T. P. O'Connor's Lon
don, Weekly hoics that the claims of
the motor car to minister to our pleasures and our education are pretentious, exaggerated and absurd, and as
such are to be condemned. He boldly
asserts tbat the motor car sightseer
may travel hundreds of miles and re
turn home with no other Impressions
of his Journey than that he stopped
for a few moments at this or that
place lor luncheon, and cupped and
lodged at some other place, from
which he flashed next morning soundto drive the being his "honk-honk- "
wildered people of the country to the
side of the road, that the destroying
motor might pass In safety. He says:
"As the motorist whisks through
Enfield does he ever think bow
Charles and Mary Lamb "played truant and wandered among' the hills"
there, making believe that the scenery was as good as that of Westmoreland? And "Christopher North?" Do
you remember how he set off to fish
in Loch Tolla, thirteen miles away;
arrived there, found he had forgotten
the top joint of hU rod, walked back,
breakfasted, tramped to the loch again,
fished all day, and then began his
Journey home? But a friendly farmhouse drew him from his track, and
midnight found him finishing a bottle
of whisky and a can of milk. When
'

.

A

SOWING TWO POUNDS TO ACRE

OPTIC. TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1912.

Sur-prlei-

of Journey.

rjliS.ZR. FLINT, Prop

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

CAR

English

C MITRAL II 0.7 EL

416

MOTOR

DAILY

DANIEL T. HOSKINS,
MAX NORDHATJS,
THOMAS W. HAY WARD,
1

Fecke Beatem is a great genius
Weeks He is?
Fecke No doubt of It. He's
in debt.
.

Executors.

S20,-On-

Old papers tor

sa.

'

Optic ofTloe

Take Hall's Family Pills for

rotary.

RETAIL PRICES!
tM

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to iJOOa Iba, Eaoh Delivery
Ml Ike. te 150 Iba, Eaoi Delivery
64 lbs. te tOS Iba, Eaeh Delivery
Leas Than 6 Iba, Each Delivery
1.S9S Iba.

'

,.

Me per IN Ike.
25c par 101 lb.
jq, p,r 1M rfc.
4te per 1M Iba
59

per Is

i.,.

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best
(555

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amonf al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing is worth most.
That property- - you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here. .

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
.
best markets!
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Comhiunity is Proposed, Get in The Front
Lineof The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

IT IS JUST AS IMPORTANT
That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising,

THE
Li

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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See window display of new mid
summer felts. S trass'.

BEECH-NU-

LOCAL NEWS

PEANUT BUTTER

T

Regular dance at Armory tonight

that is Delicious. Nutritious,

An Ideal Food

Trj-

and Appetizing.

at

-

a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon

th. Opera

Bar.

to

Regular dance at the Armory

USE A8 BUTTER

morrow night.
Our entire line of summer millinery
off. Stra8'

One-Ha- lf

On Biscuits, Bread, Sandwiches etc.. and fine

for fudge.

Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rye. a red
the wood. Direct from dlitUlery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
In

,.

"c

SmallJars
nedium Jars

.

Large Jars

34c

-

Our round-usale will save you
money. It will pay you to see our
specials. Stock must be reduced. J.
Talchert, 610 Douglas.
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane, of Denver Unlversttry, ,who ha been giving
talks during the past week at the
Normal University summer school on
literature of the countries of Europe,
made her last address of the seriss
this afternoon at 4:15 o'clock. On
this occasion she used as her topic
"Irish Literature," which is one or
her most interesting subjects. Mrs.
McFarlane will leave tomorrow after
noon for her home in Denver. .

ENTERTAIN

THE NORMAL FACULTY
ENJOYABLE TIME PARTICIPATED
IN BY PEOPLE OF THE BIG
STATE SCHOOL.
,
The students of the summer school
of the Normal University entertained
last evening at the school in honor
of the faculty. An entertaining program of recitations and music was
participated In, following which a de
licious light lunch was served. The
students of the summer school took
part in the program.
Leroy Brown
Volney Paulson
sang a vocal solo.
played a piano solo. Miss Harvey,
Miss Coleman and Alfred Livingston
played a beautiful violin trio, Miss
Ethel Harper accompanying. Mlas
Lena Rlcketts played a pretty mando
lin boIo, and with Miss Paulina Bemis,
played a piano duet By special request Miss May Ross, Instructor- of
elocution of the Normal University,

For sale High gre' e range, dining
table, and six chairs, Singer sewing
machine, two blrdseye dressers, 9x12
A very Interesting and decidedly
Axminster rug. C. McClanahan, 1055
Sixth street.
unique party given Friday, the day
preceding the circus, by Mrs. Charles
Thomas Tucker baa been appoint- Greenclay in honor of ner visitors
ed poetmaster of Cromer; Benjamin is still elictlng favorable comment recited "Fennel." The program of the
N. Cook has been named postmaster among those fortunate enough to at- - evening was brought to a close with
of Duran, and Frank W. Bemls as tend. The guests were asked to a dialogue In which Miss Aurora
write dorfjl all the names of animals
Lee McCullough and Leroy
postmaster of Las Palomas.
'
that are usually to be seen at a cir Brown appeared.
Last Wednesday Mrs. Fred Keuther cus. After the contest delicious re
Charles L .Sohrech, superintendent
entertained ' at freshments were served at a table on of schools in Carrlzozo, presided as
very delightfully
of
number
friends
a
and visit which sadwust, toy clowns, ladders, toast-mastbridge
during tlfel lunch. Mrs.
Mrs.
ors.
Winternitz and Miss trapeze, etc., properly distributed Kate Livingston, a student of the
gave a vivid impression of a three-ringe- summer school had the entertainSchoenberg carried off the honors.
circus.
The prize winners ment in charge, and much credit
An examination for postal t clerk were Miss Schoenberg and Mrs. Ce- - should be given her for the success
All the guests re- of the affair.
and mail carrier will be held In the clllo Rosenwald.
postofflce pn the East side on August ceived souvenirs appropriate to the
20. Those desiring .to take the exami occasion and the visiting ladies were SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
nation should apply to Jamee R. remembered by the hostess with
For parties remaining one. month or
Lowe, secretary o fthe board of civil dainty gifts of silver.
through the season. Address Harvey's
service examiners, for full intorma
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' ofOne of the heaviest rains of the fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
tion relative to qualifications, duties
and salaries. The age limits for appli summer fell in Las Vegas and surcants Is from MS to 45 years. Appli rounding country last night and early
REDY FOR BUSINESS.
down) jthe
cants must be physically sound, and this . morning,
The Romero Mining Co. wlshej to
eoaklngj
male applicants must be not less country in fine style. According to announce that they have completed
than 5 feet 4 lncnes tall and weigh J. C. Baker, observer at the Normal the installation of machinery for the
not lees than 25 pounds. Married University volunteer weather station, concentration of ores in their plant,
the rainfall amounted to .48 inches. and will receive all kinds of ore tor
women will not be admitted to exa-- n
V
This is unusually heavy considering concentration at a very reasonable
inatlon.
,
the length of duration of the storm. price; will give mill run tests on
Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Farmers in from the mesa this morn any quantity desired. The capacity
Elks will meet tonight In its new ing report good rains east of here, of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
club house for the second time since which will undoubtedly prove bene- day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
its completion. There will be several ficial, as some of the crops were be Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
Initiations, the first in the new home, ginning to show the effects of the dry per ton from Las Vegas to the mill
and other business of Interest and im- weather. Crops on the lands that Is $3. Address all communications
portance is on the program for to- were deep, plowed are in excellent to Margarito ttomero, general mananight. The club house has made a shape, and were not affected by the ger, EI Porvenir, N. M.
those on
However,
big hit with the members and there short drouth.
is little need of urging all members lands where only the top soil had
NOTICE
to be present at meetings. Bowling, a been turned were 'suffering and the
Lap Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1912.
sport that has not been enjoyed in rain of last night will be beneficial To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
Las Vegas for many years, la to be to them. Heavy rains have been nu
ty:
had at the club and every evening the merous in Las Vegas this summer
The San Miguel county institute1
two alleys are being put to good use but Tew have been more than local will
begin on Monday morning the
by the Like, some of whom are al showers, extending only a few miles 5th flay of August, and continue for
ready becoming quite expert in up- out on the mesa land.
four weeks. All .teachers desiring to
setting the pins. The home is luxuteach the coming year in any of the
THE FRIEDMAN FUNERAL.
riously furnished and as It affords all
public schools of San Miguel county,
The funeral of the late Hyman
of the comforts of the home it is rapmust, attend the Institute, to qualify
idly becoming the popular "hang out" Friedman, who died Saturday night, under the law. San Miguel county
of both the married and bachelor occurred this morning at 10 o'clock will need 30 more teachers this year
from the Friedman residence on Na
members of the organization.
than last
tional avenue west of the Plaza, In
The Institute fee will be two dol
terment was in the Jewish cemetery.
lars, payable before being enrolled.
In the absence of Dr. Samuel Peiper, All
teachers are urged to attend the
rabbi of Congregation Montefiore, of full four weeks. The institute will be
Dollars in Wear or
which Mr. Frlendman was a mem he held in the south school
building of
ber, Ludwig W. Ilfeld officiated at Las Vegas.
the services at the home and at the
M. P. DESMARAIS,
'
'
Cents in Washing
grave
County ' School Superintendent
Mr. Friedmanwiio had been a resi
dent of Las Vegas for the past 38 Everybody reads The Optio.
" years, was a well known and highly
Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
respected citizen of the city and
laundry bill will be well spent
state, and a large number of bis
if you receive In return a serwide circle of friends gathered at
vice so conscientious and painsthe Friedman home to pay their last
FRESH EVERY DAY
"
tributes to thedr late friend. Many
taking ' that your clothes wear
four times at long.
beautiful floral pieces, marks of love
and respect, decorated the casket.
Soft water, pufe soap, careful
Isaac Appel, Charles
Greenclay,
employes such service means
GOODS
Simon Bacharach, Jake Stern, Wil
a weekly ' economy on clothes
all
liam Rosenthal and Isaac Davis,
that quickly runs into dollars.
Intimate friends of Mr Friedman, act
Why not begin this economy
'
'
ed as pall bearers.
or
week?
A
postal
this
phone
The Best in The City
will bring a wagon to your door
woman
The one time a
always
promptly.
keeps her word is when she says she
wouldn't marry the best man living.

22c

r.

STUDENTS

Vr. F. II. Crail Has purchased a
Flanders 20 roadster tnrough the
agent for the car in Raton.

See Van Petten (or Insurance.

I.

EXTRA SPECIAL
FOR THREE DAYS

iBr;,!

BOYS

'

DOTS

JM?L

KandE

KendE

'

45c

45c

-

IKE DAMIS
THE CASH GROCER

Lu-cer-

-

All our 50. 65, and 75c Boy Blouse Waists
and Boys Coat Shirts in all colors at 45c.
THE! GUARANTEED

WATERMELONS

PER LB,

C-

-

Li

1

LJ

Lis

n
in r
r-- ""

f

1

U

SUGARITE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
g$m

ijm

q quo on

GREENBERGER
"J

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonp)!? prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAS VZGAC LUMBER CO.
.

Phone Main 150 ,

Oldlojsn,

,

.

BAKERY

'

-

1

The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

We HoLve

Las Vegas Steam

Fresh Every Day

No man la half - as brave as he
wants 'some woman to think he is

Bread, Rolls,

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Cookies, Pies, Cakes,

Laundry

PIES COOKIES DOUGHNUTS CAKES
GINGERBREAD
JELLY ROLLS

611 DougUi

Phone Mtia 81

BULLS

Are

ranch.

for service at the Mesa
Terms cash. M. M. MUH

gan, M. D.

.

ALL KINDS OF
LAYER CAKES, LOAF CAKES, ANGEL FOOD CAKES

BUNS, PARKER HOUSE

KOLLST;

POPPY

.

EVERYONE SAYS

GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY
To cjose out our
stock of refrigerators
we will give

25 PER

CINNAMON

You'll Make a Mistake if You Don't Plant Some

BREAD AND A FULL LINE BP BAKERS GOODS

1

1

r
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FLORISTS

M

Phone"
Vegas 121

CFF

FOR CASH

IN THE HOUSE

ON EVERY HEFHIGEBATOR

Come early so as to get a style to suit you. Goods Guaranteed to be sold on basis of original marked prices in plain figures.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Coniplete Furnishers oi The Home."

"roni" CffiEO
i.v-:-

eilESEIIT

O00DS

4i

Finest Quality Fruits and Ve-

getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted For
QUALITY-PURI-

TY

CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

r
Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

Fried Cakes anil

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

Cinnamon Rolls

'

is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

THEY ARE 50c PER 100

ROLLS

CENT

Doughnuts,

"Those Celery Planls You Sent Me Were Bully."

EDtoLS,

:

THE SEASON'S

'

We have on hand a complete stock of

-

.

d

NEW

KIND

J

B II
"""The

I1 1;

ll

I!

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

Store of Satisfaction"

P. S.'Next Door to POST OFFICE

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC,

